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codependency, excessive focus on the neaction of others and

reliance on onets abiìity to contror others for oners serf
esteem, was examined in the literature.

A non random sampre of fifteen adorescents was studied to
determine whether they had or did not have a number of traits of
codependency to warrant a diagnosis according to the criteria.
proposed by cermak (,l986). The families of these fifteen
teenagers were examined t,o determine whether there,was an alcohol
abusive parent or grandparent. A yes/no diagnosis of
codependency was then rerated to the presence of one or more

alcohol abusive parents/grandparents.
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History of the Studv

In August, 1986, I had comp'reted the coursework for a pre-

masters and masters degree in Education at the university of
Manit,oba. My area of specialization was counsel'ling and the

degree program had included two counselling pract,ica. Though the

coursework had included cursory studies of several counseììing

methods, t,he instructors during the practica had focussed on t,hat

of Gerard Egan (1gïz). Egan's method included work at three

levels. In level one the counseilor establishes rapport and

obtains the story. In level two the counsellor elicits feeìing
statements by using various empathic cues and responses. In
level three future directions and problem solving are achieved.

Egants belief was that probrem solving could not occur while

feel ings were repressed.

It was with the beriefs and skiils rearned in the

counselling program that I undertook the job of school counsellor

in a large junior high school in suburban hlinnipeg. I also

brought to the job severaì years experience teaching adolescents

in grades six to eleven.

Probl ems

Among the prob'lems encountered at t,he school were a number

Professiqnal backqround

Chapter One

Introduction
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of st,udents in academic fairure or near fai'lure who skipped

classes, arrived late, spoke rudeìy, and were well known in the

office and detention room. They also drank alcohol on the

weekends and some smoked pot and used magic mushrooms. 0f those

who were referred to the counselling office in the fall of 19g6,

there were eight, grade eight boys who were wiìling to go a'long

with my wish to see them week'ly for an indefinite period. My

goal was to keep them talking about the problems they were

experiencing in school, at home, and in the communityr until t,hey

feìt comfort,able enough to start taìking about their feelings.
Then according to Egan (1982) problem solving couìd begin.

The relationships which developed were good. The boys spoke

openly, did not mind my getting to know their parents, and went

aìong with my suggestions to draw pictures, make family trees,
listen to me read to them, go for walks with me, and talk in
groups. Everyone worked hard, but no facility in emotional

identification or expression ensued. Even when painful life
experiences were spoken of, the boys maintained a stoic posture

and claimed not to know what feerings accompanied the events. No

great changes occurred in their behavior or their marks during

t'he eight, to eighteen months I continued to see them. However, I

did iearn a great, deai about their histories and the histories of
their families. I learned that most of the boys had lost a

parent to death or d.ivorce, and all of them had at, least one
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alcohol abusive parent or grandparent. In spite of all the

information I gathered, and all my empathic cues, I could not
proceed to Ievel two (Egan, I992).

I experienced frustration and disappointment as a resutt of
"getting nowhere" by the standards of Egan ( lggz). These substance

using adolescent boys, many of them torn by fami.ly tragedy

and all affected by someonets drinking, seemed to have relegated

their feeìings to an obscure room within themselves and then

locked the door and lost the key. Occasionaììy a burst of anger

would occur followed by a fight with a peer or a parent. These

bursts usualìy accompanied a perceived injustice such as a

parentrs refusal to extend a curfew or anyoners accusation of
something the boy himself said he did not do. The burst of anger

and the fight usual]y seemed extreme for the occasion - an

overreaction- since this anger represented the closest

approximation of a feeling expression that I had to work with, I
tried t,o work with that anger. However, the result was that the

boy heìd on to t,he triggering event as if it were the whole of
reality, and this prevented us from moving on. For exampìe, a

boy whose father had left the fami]y without expìanation would

"get' mad" at a friend for not returning five dolìars. A fight
would follow. All of the boy's anger would be channeìed into the

dispute over five dollars while the boy stoicalìy ctaimed it did
not bother him that his dad had left,. This boy would then drink



several bottles of beer, enough to get, drunk, and raugh about the fight.
The boys were not, in touch with their feerings. Apparent.ry

when the one permissible feeling - anger - surfaced, it had to be

focussed on something externaì or superficial. It also seemed

that t,he weekend drinking by the boys was in part self medication

for painfu'l feel ings (palmer, lggg).

Search for Reìationshio

relationship between teen substance use, flat affect, and

school/behavior problems. The experiment,al literature was not
helpful. Famiìial depression was found to be related t,o

alcoholism (Kandeì et al 1978), and teen substance use was found

to be related to relationship with a parent (Barnes, l9g4; Kandel

et a'l' 1978). Polk (1984) feìt that alcohol use was just one

choice made by aìienated adorescents. Education programs were

not found helpfuì in curbing adolescent substance use (Goodstadt,

sheppard, chan, 1982). Nothing was found which shed light on the
relationship I sought. I began to read descriptíve works by

therapists in the chemicar dependency fierd. I fert these
presented the same phenomena I was encountering in my schoo'r.

However, I was not sure I shourd trust, these non-scientific writings.

The next ìogicar step seemed to be attendance at a program

about, adolescent substance use. The Johnson Institute in

I began to search for some understanding of the

Codependence
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Minneapolis offered a three week summer schoor on chemicar

dependency. It did not focus on adolescent use, but dealt
wit,h aduìt use and then addressed adurt use as a famiry problem.
The third week of t,he summer schoor was spent in a treatment
facility and it was possibre to attend such a facirity which

served adolescents. I attended the summen school in Juìy, i9gg.
Fifty one other aduìt students at,tended t,his summer schoor.

They represented many professions such as social work, the
ministry, medicine, education, and private counsel.ling. They

ranged in age fron Z0 t,o 60. Haìf were recovering

alcoholics,/addicts, and more than half were adult children of
alcoholics. Knowing these other students proved as varuabre as

hearing the lectures, because I learned over lunches that
familial substance abuse affects children and that one way it, does

so is by stifìing feeling expression. The few works writ,ten
about this were indeed not works of experimental research but
descriptions of therapistst experiences.

several speakers at the summer schoor addressed chemicar

dependency as it affects a whole family. Enabling or
codependency behaviors were a major focus. These are the
behaviors practised by t,hose around a chemicar abuser in an

attempt to stabilize the fami'ly system. Rescuing, blaming and

playing the martyr are three of these. codependency behaviors
actually support the substance abuse and take the codependent,
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person out of touch with his oì,'/n needs and feerings.

During the third week, which was spent at, Fairview
Deaconness Hospitar for the treatment of addicts r z to 17 years
of age, it became clear that the children in treatment had much

in common with t,he eight boys I had worked with as a counsellor.
Most had an alcoholic parent or grandparent, all had a history of
school and behavior probìems, all entered treatment unable to
express feelings except indignant anger at, perceived injustice.
A common perceived injustice was their admission to Fairview
Deaconness, usualìy ordered by the courts! During group sessions
with t'he children, counserìors eventuarìy ericited emotionaì

expression - in fact such expression was a sine qua non of
recovery. It was on'ly achÍeved with sobriety and with thirty
days of work from morning to night in group and individual
therapy. Guided peer pressure was used to confront resistance.
For example, a teen in the fourth week of treatment might say to
a first week patient, "Dontt teil me it didnrt bother you when

your dad left. You were just stuffing your feeìings. Thatrs why

you got in a fight over five measty dol'lars, and thatrs why you

got wasted so often too.t' r,lithout t,he chemicaìs they were used

to using, and with the support and confrontation of various
people, those chirdren who were berieved by staff to be

recovering, began to cry and say how t,hey felt.
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ïreatment lasted four weeks, wit,h the fourth week being family

week. Group sessions incruded ail members of four or five
families and ail of ühem were guided to feering expressions. It
was stressed that honest expressions of feerings and needs had to
repìace codependency behaviors such as rescuing, blaming and
playing martyrr oF ê.lse the addicted persons in the famiries
would go right back to stuffing their feerings and using their
subst,ances. It was crear that substance abuse commonìy occurred
in other famiìy members such as parents or grandparents, and that
the family pattern of codependency behaviors had often been in
place before the teen in treatment had started using. These
behaviors had permitted, even encouraged, the teen to use (Mumey,

1984; Schaefer,'lgg7).

It was made crear that, behaviors such as skipping schoor,
coming lat'e, mouthing off to authorities such as teachers,
neglecting school work, and get,ting into fight,s Ì{ere among

behaviors predictive of substance use in young peopìe. Many

parent,s had defended their chirdren against the schoor when t,he
calls had first started coming in about dropping marks and poor
behavior. This had enabred the use. Members of schoor teams had
acted codependenily too, by "braming" or covering up probrems to
avoid further confrontation with parents.

I concluded that the eight boys I had worked with had come
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from codependent family systems. Furthermore, I felt that, I had
been on the right track with them. However, the boys were still using
while they came to see me and were spending a.rmost ail of their
time in their enabling families, the using peen groupr and the
alternat,e'ry btaming and rescu.ing school system. Thus my effonts
had been ineffective, drowned out, by these influences.
New Question

If indeed these boys and other students rike them suffered
from a famiry int,eraction disorder which could be cailed
codependency, and if t,heir lack of emotionar expressiveness was a
symptom of this disorder, then there was a new quest,ion at hand.
How might codependent students be identified and heìped to attain
greater success in school?

New Tasks

Two t,asks seemed appropriate. One was to read the
descriptive ìiterature about codependency in order to
understand exacily what it was. The other was to make further
observat,ions among students to ffnd out just how codependency
looked among adorescents. The eight boys had arì reft the school
which only housed grades seven to nine. However, many others who
wåre similar had become known. In the schoor years rggg-g9 and
1989-90, many of these ot,hers were invited to join support groups
for codependent teens, cailed by such names as caretakers Group,
children of Alcohorics Group, Serf Esteem Group, Anger Management,
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Group. I became acquainted with parents and discussed their
chiJdrents probìems with them, and I cont,inued to see st,udents
f ndi vidual Jy.

I laid the observations of writen-therapists oven academic and
practical knowìedge of adolescents (Elkind, 197g: Friedenberg, 1967;
Osborne, 1gg4) and compared everything to my observations in practice.
l¡lriters such as Geringen t¡loititz (j9g3, 19gS), t^legscheider_Cruse (.l9g5),
Beattie (1987), Kritsberg (19g5), ând Black (19g1) were helpful.
cermak (i986, 1996) was particuìarry heìpfu.r because he had
compired a set of diagnostic criteria which f.it into the
framework of the Diagnostic and statisticar Manuar of Mentar
Disorders (DSM 19g7) (see Tabre 1). This was a manuar used by
heìping professionars such as psychiatrist,s and such community
institutions as Manitoba Adorescent Treatment, centre. since few
helping professiona'rs were knowredgeabre about chemicar issues
such as codependency, it seemed usefur to frame the study of
ado'lescent codependency in the diagnostic structure of the DSM. I
decided to use cermakrs criteria as a focus for further study
(see Tabl e 2), comparing my observat,ions to those criteria. This
decision did not, refrect a preference for the medicai moder but
mereìy a desire to frame t,he study in a manner understandabïe and
believable by the existing helping cormunity.
0bservati ons

The codependent adorescent was observed to rack an
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experience of an inner se'rf separate from peers and famiry,
intrinsicar ìy va'ruabre and worthy of care and deveropment. ïh.is
lack of experience of serf was different in quaìity fnom the
ordÍnary adorescent serf seeking through trying different roies
and bumping up against authority. It had two main present,ations.

'ne 
was rike that of the first eight boys. These chirdren prayed

it coolr usêd substances in grade seven or grade eight, presented
as stoic or controlled except during outburst,s, did not do well
academicalJy, were bored or courd not pay at,tention in schoo.r,
and had a t'ight, association with a peen group of rigidry simiìar
tastes in music (usualiy heavy metal), and clothes (old jeans and
heavy metar r shirts), Most smoked cigarettes. Many had been in
trouble with teachers, parents and the .law.

The other presentation of codependent adorescents was much
different. These presented fean verging on panic when another
person was ignoring them or needing them beyond their capabirity
to fi'll t,he needs. The fear seemed to be that the serf wou.rd
lit'erally disappear unress the other courd be won back, or unress
these endless needs courd somehow be met. These students courd
not, cope with abandonment, or rejection (Hines Martin, 19g9) even
by so caìled friends who frequently sent hate retters or
threatening phone cails, stirred up hatred in other studenüs, and
demanded sexuar or financiar favours or many hours of the
personrs time.
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schoo'r probtems fo'[owed the emotionar strain. Homework did

not get done and punctuaìity suffered. Then teachers became
angry' ïhat, sent these students into further paroxysms of
anxiety. The needs of the serf during this time of troubre were
not identified. In fact, during thfs anxious time, there seemed
to be no awareness of a self separate from the,,other,,.
Codependenc.v Circle

continued observation of the behaviors of the famiries of
these students reveared a circre of codependency or enabìfng
behaviors, and usuarìy there Ì{as an arcohor abusive parent or
grandparent. A diagram of this circ're is found in Figure 1. In
this framework the chird is not reacted to in a predictabre way
by members of t,he famiìy whose behaviors define the circre. In
fact', the way a parent, in this kind of famiìy reacts to.a chird
usually has nothing to do with the chird but reìates to where the
parent is in the whirring vortex of the contror-expìode cycìe
(Ftgure 1)' In a famiry in which one parent is activeìy
drinking, the cycìe revo'lves around that, but it also exists in
families in which the father is workahoric (Robertson, lggg;
Robinson, lg8g) or the marriage is on the rocks, or one parent is
an adult chird of an arcohoric. At reast three quarters of the
t'ime, this cycre is found to have a chemicar connection. l.lithin
this framework of family behaviors, it appears that school and
behavior probrems frourish and even become part of the cfrcre.
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The child ís t,hen bramed for the tensions in the famiìy
(l^legscheider-Cruse, 

1 g76).

Among these behaviors, the codependency traits of the adorescent
become entrenched: poor or no self esteem, poor seìf evaluation,
anxiety, depression, hypervigiìance, substance use, headaches and
other ailments, caretaking and rescuing of others, and converseìy
acting bad (cermak, 19g6). some codependent teens speciarize in
the tcontrort side of the codependency circre of behaviours, some
in the texpìodet side. some are outstanding in the quiet traits
ìike depression and headaches, others in the noisy traits like
acting bad and noisy hypervigi rance. clearìy not at of these
adolescent,s pìay t,he same kind of role.

r^regscheider-cruse (1976) described four rores prayed by the
children in alcohoric famiries. They were Hero, scapegoat,
Mascot' and Lost chird. The Hero acted rike a pseudo parent,
responsible, caretaking, people pìeasing and perfectionistic.
The Scapegoat was the fami ìy bad guy, the person upon whose
fauJts and, real or perceived, misdemeanors the family could blame
its prob'lems. The Mascot was the joker who provided comic
relief, whire the Lost chird had no prace and simp.ry hid. Rores
could shift over time or be combined in one individuar.

It seemed crear that the different presentations of
codependency I had observed were the manifest,ation of different
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roles in the families. The stoic troublesome boy was the

scapegoat. The crushed student who courd not win back the

"friend" or do enough for t,he ot,her was the Hero or Lost chiid.

in the counselling office I seldom saw a Mascot unless it was a

dual role Mascot-scapegoat, a child who filled both roles. This

seemed to happen in the common two chi'ld fam'iry. In school, a

student who was mereìy funny, even if disruptive, was tolerated in the

classroom. If he was also late, mouthy and poor at getting work

done, he would more likely be sent to the office or to
counselling. Thus, I saw t'Bad Kid Mascots,t, not "Good Kid

Mascots". within the framework of cermak's (19g6) criteria for
codependency, and wit,hin the framework of the family circle of

codependent, behaviors, t,here were different roles which were

played. In school s'lang, what, wegscheider-cruse described could

be termed Good Kid, Bad Kid, Quiet Kid and Jerk.

There were three perspectives from which to view

codependent, teens: those of codependency circle behaviours,

codependency traits and fami'ly roles. The diagnosis of

adolescent codependency in the school could be approached.from

any of these perspectives at first, before the picture was filled
out by means of observations from the other two perspectives.

Defenses

One barrier to d'iagnosis

pseudo self esteem wit,h which

of codependency in students was the

they often presented. Students
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referred by parents or staff frequently told me they did not have

any prob'lems. They were abie to verbalize eloquentìy about their
int,rinsic worth, their need for self care and their separate

lives and selves. This was true even of students from quite

chaotic or abusive codependent systems who used substances

themselves, were faiìing in school, and had a coupìe of court

appearances lined up! Since.the student,st behavior belied the

words, it seemed that the show of posit.ive self concept was a

defense or survival strategy.

Magee (1987) stated t,hat, self concept is the best predictor

of accomplishment. Therefore it might be deduced that poor

accompìishment could relate to poor seìf concept. Berne (1ggs)

stated that self esteem was built on success, positive

statements, and reasonable expectations. Could chiìdren feel

adequate who did not experience success at schooì, about whom

negative things were said at school and at home, and of whom

nothing consistent was expected in families who rescued them one

day and hollered at them the next? searcy (l9gg) reported that
for development of self esteem, children need total acceptance by

parents and defined and enforced limits. t¡lideman and clarke

(1987) stated that only unconditionar messages regarding the

child's personal value teach children that they are of intrinsic
worth. It does not seem possible for adolescents to feel

adequate when they live among unpredictable parental moods and
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reactions, and receive only negative feedback about their
behavior. These sort,s of experiences are common to all children

who grow up in homes affected by aìcohol abuse and parental

codependency, and they were experiences of many students I saw in
my school. Their stoic seìf reports of belief in their own worth

I bel ieve are att,ributable to deni al.

Meìody (1989) in her discussion of boundaries does speak of
the families who teach their young that they are superior.

children raised in t,hese families may indeed esteem themselves

highiy' even too highly. I believe I have observed a small

number of these children. The basis for the esteem seems to lie
in the famiìyts wealth or business success. However, I believe

that most stoic claims to seìf esteem on the part of students

with poor school performance, bad behavior, or poor social ski.lls
and networks are manifestations of denial. This denial is
probabìy essential for survival at, this lifestage, fraught with

change and vulnerabiìity.

In meetings with parents of codependent, students, I used

graphic diagrams of t,he codependency circìe of behaviors (Figure l)
in my gathering of informat.ion. For exampìe, I might say, "It
sounds like what happens in your home is a circle of behaviors

that I call a codependency circle. Let me draw one and see if it
sounds like what happens in your home. Mom, suppose a few days
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have gone by during which your children havenrt done t,heìr chore.
You have avoided bringing it up because at least your husband has

been home participating in the family. Then, he gets busy at
work again and you begin t,o get angry inside but you dontt say

anything to him because you dontt, want to start anything.

One night he is late for dinner, and when he phones you can tell
his work day is ending up at a bar. As you hang up the phone,

all your anger from days ago about how you have done everyone,s

chores all surfaces in an unstoppable torrent. The first child
to walk in the door gets it! you yell about the messy bedroom,

the uncut lawn, and so on, which you have not seemed bothered

about for days and days. you brame the chirdren for your anger,

shame t,hem for being irresponsible, and lay guilt, on them for
causing you stress."

ttThen your husband comes home and you let into him. And he

tells you he felt you had a bìow up coming on and that is why he

stopped at the bar. You have a terrible fight and the chiìdren
slink out, to friendst as soon as their rooms are c'lean.,,

"The next morning you wake up full of guiìt. you decide you

are reaïIy out of controì, a rotten person, lucky anyone wilì
even live with you. For the next week you do everyonets chores

in reparation and in fear that if you try to get someone to act

responsibly, you will ìose your temper again.tt

When i did t,his wit,h a mother, a student, or a family, I
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tailored the story so that Susanrs equestrian lessons, or Mom,s

university c'lasses were fitted in, and I always did this in a way

which made everyone laugh. Occasionaìly I did it with parents

who were helping professionals. These parents sometimes required

no more from me: they went straight, to a book store, bought books

on codependency, read them, and called me back to say that t,hey

knew now what was going on.

Thus, I came to believe that the existence of the

codependency circle of behaviors, which by definition existed
where honest expressions of needs and feelings had been pre-

empted, was a cause of much of the pain and imesponsibi'lity I
witnessed in my student clients. I observed this circìe in dry

families where one or both parents was a child of an alcoholic
(Krit,sberg, 1988) as well as in families with active abuse and

occasionaììy I saw it in families with no history of substance abuse.

As time went on, if familial substance use became one focus

of famiìy meetings, t,he diagrams of the circle were used to
normalize what was going on in t,he family and to place it in the

framework of substance abuse where I felt, it was most commonìy

found. I t,hen expìained that, both the avoiding and the expìoding

behaviors lowered the self esteem of everyone. In other words,

everyone ìiving this circle felt inadequate or shameful (Fossum

and Mason, 1989; Kaufman, i980). I went on to say that the

painful behavior happening in the home would not go away until
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the circle of behaviors was interrupted by consistency and

honesty. Furthermore, I ventured t,hat if t,here was any active
substance abuse in the famiry, it would have to be addressed

before this consistency and honesty could be learned (Davis,

1987; Mumey, i984). This did not cause many famiries to run for
treatment (Robinson, 1988). Init,ial thoughtfulness or agreement

was almost always followed by firm denial or an att,empt to plan

for the breaking of codependency behaviors on'ly around school work.

New StaLement of Problem

I came to feel t,hat codependency as a diagnosable pattern of
disadvantageous t,raits which interfered wit,h school success could

provide a framework useful in the understanding of many problem

students, but that, act'ion on it might depend on proof that, the

pattern of traits was related to familial subst,ance abuse. The

denial practised by families with chemical issues might be too

great for my opinions alone to have any effect,.

This is not to say that every s.ingle codependent, student had

an alcohot/drug abusive family member. Most did, but there were

indeed other circumstances in which codependency developed.

Families in which a parent was workaholic or chronicalìy iìì
dispìayed codependency t,raits. Incest families did as well.
Howeven, it seemed that, substance abuse was by far the most

outstanding commonalty among codependent families and could not be

ignored. Moreover, incest, workaholism and chronic illness were often



found a'longside

There were reasons for seeking proof of t,he relatedness of
student codependency and faniìiar substance abuse, beyond the

hope of leading families to address their chemical issues. At the

Johnson Institute it was believed that about, zsz of children have

an alcoholic parent, that half of chemica'lly dependent peopìe are

children of alcoholics, and that 407. of peop'le in the helping.

professions such as teaching, were children of alcoholics.
Almost all of these were codependent (Ackerman, 19gg).

Teachers commonly fa'l'l into codependent behaviors, avoiding

issues because they are busy with so many students at once, but

eventualìy dealing in anger with students whose irresponsibility
t'hey have avoided for some time. Honest expressions of need and

feeling are not part of the schoor st,ructure (Friedenberg, 1967).

children are still regularly denied permission to go to the

washroom. children whose parent,s are divorcing are still berated

for not paying attention. Irresponsible students are still often
avoided. classes of two dozen or more do not allow for much

individual expression of any kind. The public school system was

modeled after the factory in the post industrial revolution.

Needing and feeling do not berong in a factory. If indeed the

breaking of codependency circles of behavior had anything to do

with helping student,s succeed in school, school staffs would have
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to be involved in breaking their own codependency behaviors and

repìacing them with consistent and honest communications with
students.

It has long been known t,hat infonnation programs are

ineffective in the prevention of chemical probìems (Goodstadt,

1989). children of arcohorics form the group most highìy at risk
for fut,ure harmful use (Johnson, Leonard, and Jacob, 19g9;

Tasman, Hales, and Frances, rggg). It wourd appear sensibre to
t,ry to identify them early and offset the risks they faced in
some fashion, If, as was taught at t,he Johnson Institute,
codependency/enabìing behaviors set up and exacerbated the use of
substances, and Íf, once using, children of alcoholics were

geneticalìy ìoaded in favour of addict,ion (Mumey, 19g4; Tasman,

Hales and Frances, 1989), then substance abuse prevention had to
include large-scale efforts on t,he part of the whole community to
mitigate codependency behaviors (Anderson, 19g7).

The purpose of the observat,ions of junior high boys who

could not express themselves emot,ionaìly had been simply to find
out why t,hey ìacked that facility. when these observations

turned up commona'lties regarding aìcohol in the family systems, I
began to focus on the observations of writer therapist,s, on the
lect,ures at the Johnson Institute, and the adolescent treatment
at Fairview Deaconness Hospital. The purpose of this continued

study remained to find out why substance using junior high boys
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seemed unable to identify and express their emotions. The answer

to this question, given at the Johnson Institute, at Fairview

Deaconness Hospitaì, and by writer therapists, was that the
inability to express emotions when found in a person from a

famiìy in which alcohor is abused, is one s¡rmptom of an

interaction disorder present'ly called codependence. This is the

conclusion of the field research portion of this thesis.
This conclusion regarding the inability to express emotion

led to the next, question: what exactty is codependence as it is
described in the limited rit,erat,ure up to 1990? The purpose of
t,he review of the lit,erature was to gain an understanding of
codependence as described by chemical dependency counseìlors and

persons who were recovering from codependence.



ïhe review of the riterature had to meet two tightìy
focussed goals, First, the literature had to be searched for a

meaning of codependency upon which severar writers agreed.

Second, this meaning needed a recognized diagnostic structure.
The reason for these goaìs was that both the term and the

concept of codependency were new. In 1988 the word was unknown

as a descriptor for use in an ERIC or Medline computer search

except as a phenomenon in chemistry. By 1990 the word existed as

a descriptor but caìled up only three articles in a ERIC search

and two in the Medrine search. In the counse'rìing commun.ity,

fami]y t,herapists and counseilors of adurt chiìdren of arcohorics

used the word throughout the decade of the nineteen eighties.
Almost all of the descriptive literature on codependency was

published during the nineteen eighties in the field of chemicaì

dependency (Cerrnak, 1986).

Because cerrnak (1986) had described codependency in a manner

which approximated the phenomenon I observed among my student

clients, and because he had st,ructured his description in the

fashion of the widely used Diagnostic and st,atistical Manual of
Mental Disorders, the review of t,he riterature began with a brief
review of his criteria. Following this, each criterion was

Chapt,er Two

Review of the Literat,ure
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sought among the persona'lity disorders in the Diagnostic and

Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders to establish that what

cermak (1986) described could indeed be found wit,hin the

diagnostic structure which exists in the commun.ity. It is a

medical model, but, since t,here is no educational modeì at the

present time, it was important at least to use some recognized

model.

Next, the descript'ions of several ot,her writers were

examined and compared to t,he cermak (l986) criteria to make sure

that there was a common concept of codependency.

I did not find any studies of adolescent, codependency.

Cermakts Criteria

cermak (1986) stated that codependency is characterized by

fourteen traits, and requires for diagnosis the first four on his

list as well as any three of the remaining ten. The first four

are labeled A, B, c, and D, while the last ten are designed E one

through 10. The entire list, is found in Tabre z. As cermak

(1986) pointed out, personality traits become disorders when they

are inflexible, disadvant,ageous sociaììy, or stress producing.

Like alì personatity disorders in the Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Ment,al Disorders, codependency would be diagnosed not

upon t,he identificat,ion of traìts alone, but, upon the

identificat,ion of dysfunction caused by intensity or rigidity of traits.
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There were four elements in criterion A (Cermak, j9g6).

These were distorted relationship to wiìlpowerr corfusion of
identities, denial, and low self esteem.

Just, as chemically dependent persons in their denial attempt

to control their consumpt,ion rather than face the fact that they

have a problem (Robert,son, 1g8B), so codependents in denial

attempt to control the act,ions of the persons they are addicted

to by sheer force of will (Miller, l9g9). Unlike persons

interdependent on ot,hers, codependent persons have no self
without the relationship to the other. They are excessiveiy

reactive to others (Kritsberg, lggg). They are not sure where

they end and the other person begins. There is a confusion of
identit,ies, also called boundary confusion (Me1ody, 19g9). If
the other is drunk or in a bad mood, the codependent, cannot rest.
He/she has to tirelessly attempt to soothe, calm, pìacate or
change the other or else rose serf in the trap of merery

mirroring t,he otherrs moods. codependent,s use coincidental mood

or behavior changes to reaffirm their faith in t,heir belief that
they can change the other. If there is no evidence of change,

they can reaffirm their own low self esteem. The dysfunct,ion

lies in their terror of seeing that they are separate persons not

in control of others.

tlith regard to criterion B (Cermak, 19g6), it can simpìy be

said that codependents are caretakers and rescuers. They cannot
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so.t, their needs and want,s out of t,he pile of othersr needs and

want,s. codependent,s may act phobically or counterphobicaììy with
regard to this and all other traits. The term "phobic", derived

from the Greekttphobos" meaning fear and flight, means a "strong
fear, disìike, on aversion" (Morris, i9g0, p. 9g5). According to
the Diagnostic and Statisticar Manuaì of Ment,al Disorders,

'rAvoidance behavior is almost arways present in phobic

Disorders..." (p. 235). Thus a person who is afraid that others

wil] only tolerate him or relate to him on the basis of what he

does will caretake and rescue and over service the persons with

whom he wants a relat'ionship. what he is avoiding in his fear is
rejection or abandonment. Sometimes, however - notice that
avoidance behavior is almost aìways present, not always present,

-the person with the fear wiil deal with it by facing it in the

extreme. A person with a phobia about heights may take up sky

diving' This is a counterphobic reaction. In codependents who

fear t,hat others will reject, them unless they caretake and

rescue' one counterphobic react,ion would be withdrawal from

peopìe. Another would be treating others badly to invit,e

rejecti on.

cermak stated, "counterphobic behavior is t,he other side of
the coin'..Rather t,han take the chance of being abandoned, (he)

refuses to get involved at all" (.l986, p. 1g).

codependents t,hen deny their needs and wishes for the sake
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of connectedness to others, or else react in opposite fashion,

avoiding ot,hers, believing social intercourse incompatible with

even having needs and wishes. A t,hird presentation is

manipulation and control (Cermak, l9g6).

criterion c is "Anxìety and boundary distortions around

int,imacy and separation" (Cermak, i986, p. 11). Because

codependent persons do not know where they end and other people

begin, they equate closeness with compriance and intimacy witir

fusion (Miller, 1989). They tend to mirror ot,hers in alì things,
even opinions, or else in the reverse they are belligerent and

oppositional. Both reactions reflect fear of abandonment. One

is a phobic reaction, the other a counterphobic react,ion. In

relationships, codependents tend to see in bìack or white: they

are either very close friends or they are enemies.

criterion D is "Enmeshment in relationships with persona'lity

disordered, chemicalìy dependent, codependent, or impulse

disordered personstt (Cermak, '|986, p. 1l). Adolescent defense

mechanisms like projection, rat,ionalization, and denial are not

left, behind in a process of maturation. Because codependent

persons give away their power and let others provide their self
esteem (Palmer, 1989), they attract others who want that kind of
power. These are people with a narcissistic need to be special

as chemicalìy dependent and personarity disordered peopìe do

(Cermak,1986).



ident,ification of three or more traits from the ten listed in
section E. The first of these, excessive relìance on denial, is
a tactic of survival in face of t,he scary feeìings which one

would experience if one admitted reaìity. For example, a
parentts alcoholism may be denied because to admit it would be to
face t,he fear that the parent was out of control. This denial is
selective, hence not psychotic, and it is unconscÍous. Denial

provides pretend security. It is seldom reìinquished except in
the face of great pain.

The second trait in sect,ion E is constriction of emotion.

Persons in an unpredictable environment learn not to feel in an

effort to convince themserves that they are in control and safe.
If a personts environment is very chaotic and there is abuse,

this not feeling can devolve Ínto a state resembìing chronic

shock (Kritsberg, 1988). At the extreme end of environmental

chaos and abuse can be found the child who does not bond with an

adult and who t,herefore does not learn to feel except to be

filled with rage (Magic, McKelvey, lggT). More commonly, peopìe

with constricted emotions have experienced various degrees of
unresolved grief and loss. To admit to this would be to
acknowledge that one's control ove' people and events was

i ncomplete.

section E next lists hypervig.iìance which is a survivaì

For a diagnosis of codependence, Cermak requires
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strategy on the part of people who for physical or emotionar

safety need to be alert to otherst every mood change or nonverba'l cue

(Greenleaf, i984). Since codependents react, rather than act as

independent, persons, being hypervigi'lant aìso provides the self
with moment by moment feedback about how to reactl rhis is easy

to spot in the classroom among children who hear footst,eps three

classrooms away' distant t,raffic, and breathing, and therefore

cannot concentrate on arithmetic.

Compuìsions, listed next, are distractions people provide

themselves so they can avoid fee'ring. some compulsions are

stealing, eating, vomiting, talking and cìeaning. Codependents

are commonìy compulsive.

Anxiety, the next section E trait, sometimes takes the form

of phobias or inadequacy att,acks, and includes anxiety about

onets very existence. It resurts from not having a firm sense of
self and so needing relatedness to others at any cost. it is
anx'iety producing to endlessly mirror anotherts needs, values,

opinions, and moods, and feel that one always has to be in

cont,rol of otherst behavior. The anxiety of the codependent, may

become freefloating and al1-encompassing (Cermak, 19g6).

Further in section E (Cermak, 19g6), are the final four
traits, namely substance abuse, past physical or sexual abuse,

stress related medical illness, and remaining in a primary

relationship with an active substance abuser for at least two
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years. This last trait, bet,ter called a sit,uation, is definitional
from the point,s of view of some authors. Btack (rgg1) spoke of
children of alcoholics, and Geringer-hloititz (1gg3) spoke of adult
children of alcoholics in the years prior to the use of the word

'codependency'. Greenleaf (1984) caìled the children of alcoho'lics
para alcoholics. Living with an aicoholic by definition was

believed by many writers to cause behaviors, actions and ,

reactions which match cermak's (19g6) descript,ion of codependency

(Hines Mart'in, 1989; Krit,sberg, lggg). Ackerman (19g9), however,

found ïit of daughters of alcoholics unaffected.

Trait,s are on'ly problems if they are problems. cermak (19g6)

described his method of separating traits from problems. If a wife
pìans a binthday party for her husband and her motivation is to
give him a fun time, her action is helpfuì and not probìematic

even though it is a caretaking action. If her motivation is to
control how he celebrates his birthday, it is a problem. Moreover,

if she sees celebrating her husbandts birthday as a need she owns,

the action is not unheaìt,hy. If she is acting so'le]y to fill his
needs, and secretly resents putting on the party, this is unhea.lthy,

codependent action. Further, if she does the planning with a sense

of herself as a separate person, able to give the gift, of a celebration,
the caretaking act of planning the party does not have the

codependent colour it wourd have had she stewed over every detail
as she tried to read the mind of her husband and predict his
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every wish with regard to food, decorations and guests.

The criteria ddscribed by cermak (19g6) for the diagnosis of
codependency exist in t,he Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Mental Disorders. In jts most recentìy revised form, t,his manual

is referred to as the DSM111R (19g7), The t,raits can be found

among the traits for various personarity disorders. A

psychiatrist using the diagnostic struct,ure of the manual can

make a diagnosis of ttpersonality Disorder Not, 0thervise

Specified" (DSMIllR, 19g6, p. 3Sg) bv listing trait,s of more than

one of the persona'rity disorders. The psychiatrist wourd then be

shopping among t,he lists of trait,s describing various personaìity
disordersr gatherÍng traits appropriate to the pat,ient who has
tts'ignificant impairment in social or occupationai functioning, or
subjective stressr' (DSMl11R, "tgg7, p. 3Sg).

A list of traits found among those describing various
personality disorders in the DSMIllR which also describe

codependency as Cermak described it (Cermak, 19g6) can be found

in Table 1. Past sexuar abuse appears to be missing in this
list but present in Cermak's (19g6) list, unt,il one reflects that
under Histrionic Personality Disorder, criterion two, "is
inappropriately sexually seductive" (DSMlliR, 19g7, p. 34g) is
taken among heiping professionals to indicate past sexual abuse.

Substance abuse is considered a possible trait, in codependency

according to cermak (1986) but is missing among traits of
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personaìity disordens in the DSM111R likely because it would be

seen as self medication rather than a separate trait.
Hypervigi'lance is not found expìicit,ly among the traits of
personality disorders, but it is imp'licit in the nervous and

anxious flavour of many of the personality disorder traiùs
(DSM111R,1987).

Codependence t,hent,...is a recognizable pattern of
personality traits, predictably found within most members of
chemicalìy dependent families, which are capable of creating

sufficient dysfunction to warrant a diagnosis of (personaìity

Disorder Not Otherwise Specified) as out,lined in DSM1llR"

(Cermak, 1986, p. 1). This is a medical model definition.
Descriptions of codependency by seven other writer-therapists,

most of whom were also recovering from codependency, were then

examined for the traits cermak (1996) described. Each

cniterion was found in most, of the writersr observations of
persons they ca1ìed codependent,, para alcohoìic, children of
alcoholics, or adult children of alcoholics. For lists of
criteria of several authors, see Tables 4 through 10,

l.lhile cermak (1986) in criterion A found that codependents

seek to control others even when there are negative consequencesl

and base their self-esteem upon their ability to exerc.ise this
control, Greenleaf (1984) st,ated that, (codependents) repress t,heir
feelings in order to block others' actions. Beattie (19g7)
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stated that codependents receive artificial feelings of se'lf

worth from helping other-s. Beattie (1gg7) went, on to say that
codependent,s respond with strong feelings of low self worth to
otherst failures, and try to control events and peopìe. They try
to say and do what they hope wilr manipulate others .into saying

and doing what they want. Beattie (1987) felt that this need to

control others was responsible for codependentsr inabiìity to
have fun. Fun, she stated, requires spontaneity and hence a.

certain amount of vulnerabiìity to loss of cont,rol.

Black (1981) referred to codependents as rigid,
control ì ing, and manipulative. l,.legscheider-cruse (19g9) stated

that, codependent,s try to piease others so that others will tike
them. Cruse (1989) described them as controlling, while

I,legscheider-cruse (1989) said they need to control self and

others. Like Beat,tie (i987), Wegscheider-cruse (.l999) stated

that, this need to be in control diminished the codependentst

ability to have fun.

Geringerl,loititz (1983) observed that adult children of

alcoholics overreact to changes they cannot control. Moreover,

she said that adult children of arcoholics seek approval and

affirmation and fear that they wi'l'l lose control of their lives
(Geri nger-l..loiti tz, 1 983)

C1early, the same phenomenon is described by a'l'1.

cermak (i986), in criterion B, stated that codependents take
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upon themselves the meeting of ot,herst need to the neg'lect, of
their own. Greenìeaf (,l984) described them as blaming and

projecting, which is to say that they do not assume t,heir own

responsibilities. This is the counterphobic response. Greenleaf

(1984) also described codependents as unforgiving and judgmental

which also sounds like the opposite of the caretaking, serfress

codependents who judge themserves without, mercy (Ger.inger -
t¡loititz, 1983). These opposite responses are not

contradict'ions. They are the two sides of one coin.

codependents are indeed persons of the black and white (Miller,
1989), or the "all or none" (Whitfield, 19g9, p. 6g).

Beattie (1987) stated that codependents think and feel
responsible for othersr t,houghts and needs, but that, they also

feel that others are responsible for them. Black (19g,l )

described the codependent playing t,he family role of pìacator as

a person trying to fix everyonets probìems, sadness, anger and

fears. wegscheider-cruse (r9Bg) described codependents as making

black and white judgments. Her husband, Joe Cruse, whose list of
criteria for codependency are found in his wifets book, described

the codependent as a caret,aker. Geringer-woititz stated that
(codependents) fit one of two extremes; super responsible or

super irresponsible.

Intimacy and separation prob'rems characterized by boundary

distortions and their resultant anxiety comprised cermakrs (19g6)
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criterion c. Greenleaf (1984) described codependent,sl

solitariness. He stated t,hat they were excessively reactive to
ot,hers, and unable to attend to their own interests or relax when

others were around. He also described lack of trust. Trust, he

believed, never developed because of unpredictable parent

behavior and broken prom'ises. Therefore codependents have no

comprehension of t,rust as a value.

Beattie (1987) arso stated that codependents were

overreactive to others. Their need to find happiness out,side the

self, she felt, created in the codependent a need to help, a need

to solve problems, and a need to have crises. She arso described

codependent,s as desperateìy in need of approvaì, to such an

extent that they continually 'let people hurt them. Beatt,ie

(1987) aìso observed t,he lack of trust as well as a loss of t,rust
in God. Black (1981) described codependents as very dependent

upon ot,hers, with no power of choice in the way they live. These

persons may aìso be isolated and lack the ability to feeì close

to other human beings.

l.legscheider-cruse (1985) spoke of exaggerated patterns of
dependence on things and people out,side the seìf, such that,

codependents have littte serf identity. she went on to describe
problems wit,h intimacy, inabi l ity t,o know what normal behavior

is' exaggerated need for approvaì, fear of abandonment, and fear
of loss of controì. Geringer-woititz (1993) stated that
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codependents have difficurty with intimate rerationships, feel
different from other people, and guess at what normal behavior

is. Geringer-l{oititz (19g3) summed up the codependentrs fear of
abandonment by saying that the unspoken fear is, "youtll leave me

anyway" (p. 82).

All of these writers except Greenìeaf (r9g4) and Brack

(lggl) have observed adurt codependents. In t,he above

observations, which correspond to cermakts (19g6) criterion c,

none of the writers addressed the counterphobic response so common

in adolescent codependents I have observed. Their troubles with
intimacy are often met wit,h the counterphobic response which can

best be described in their vernacular; "screw you.,,

Cermak (1986) in criterion D stated that codependents became

enmeshed with chemicaì1y dependent or codependent peopìe or those
who were impulse disordered. Greenleaf (.l9g4) considered t,his a

definitional circumstance. Beattie (19g7) described codependents

as those who formed rerationships with needy peopre and felt
compeìled to do things for them.

Black (198i) said that, chirdren of arcohorics were prone to
marry those who were or who would become alcoholic. she observed

that sensitive, act,ing-out chirdren sought out peers of row serf
esteem. These peers may have been codependent children, and it
was likely that the sensitive, acting-out children were as well.

wegscheider-cruse (r995) tarked about the tendency of
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codependents to look for peop'le to care for. she arso stated
that half of children of alcoholics marry alcoholics while those
who do not are prone to promiscuity and confused sexuaì identity.
These trends indicate the codependentsr preference for
relationships wit,h chemically dependent, codependent and impulse

disordered persons.

Cruse (cited in l,lègscheider-Cruse, l9g5), stated that
codependents display peer worship, the state of spouse surrogat,e,

undying 'loyalty, and relationship probìems. The picture in alI
of the observations is of codependents as persons wit,hout firm
personal boundaries to protect t,hem from entangìement,s with
ot,hers who will take advantage of them, and maneuver them into
situations in which they wiìì end up meet,ing everyone ersers
needs but not their own.

Cennak (1986) cited denial as a codependency trait.
Greenleaf (i984) called this lying. Greenleaf (.l9g4) also stated
that codependents use grandiosity as a defense, preserving their
egos from coì1apse. This grandiosity may be based on fantasies
of future success or revenge, Beattie (19g7) said that
codependents ignore, pretend, lie and believe ìies. She stated
that, codependent,s do not say what t,hey mean or mean what they
sây, but rather cover up and protect t,he probìem.

Black (198,l) said that chirdren of atcohoìics experience

memory loss. Moreover, she stat,ed that alcholic families
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strfctly followed the unstated rure of famiìy si'rence, which is a

ìifestyle built on denial. Wegscheider-Cruse (,l9g5) stated that
codependents denied t,heir anger. she observed that, codependents

practise ìying, exaggerating, denialr and delusion.

Geringer-woititz (1983) found that codependents lied even

when it would have been easy to teì'l the truth..
cermak (1986) st,at,ed that a trait of codependency was

repression of emotions, and that some codependents also had

dramatic occasional outbursts of emotion. Greenleaf (,l9g4)

described (codependents) as possessing fìattened affect. This

means that the normal range of emotiona.l, or affective,
expression, which would include sadness, surprise, joy and ot,her

various expressions does not, exist. Instead, there is a flat
tone to their expressions. They are stoic instead of sad,

indifferent instead of surprised, and rigidly accepting instead
of joyfuì.

Beattie (1987) said that codependent,s appear rigid and

controlìing, putting thoughts and feelings out of their awareness

because of fear and guirt. she arso observed that, they may have

violent temper outbursts. Brack (.I9g1) stated that children of
alcoholics have difficulty ident,ifying and expressing feelings,
and that they become contro|ring and rigid. However, she

observed that, beneath this exterior, codependents suffered anger

and gui1t. The unspoken famiìy ru]es (Bìack, 19gl) which forbade
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feeling or talking prevented t,he expression of these emotions.

wegscheider-cruse (1997) stated that codependents are angry

and guiìty but do not express it because they are practising
emotional repression. Geringer-t¡loiti tz (19g3) also stated that
codependents repress their anger.

Depression is one of cermak's (19g6) tratts found among

codependents. Greenleaf (1994) discussed depression and pointed

out that for a child who has never experienced consistent love
and responses from adults, depression is not t,he outcropping of
loss, but, an indication of deprivation. It is the baseline of
experience' intrinsic to the personaiity and therefore much more

serious in terms of recovery. l,,Jegscheider-Cruse (1976) .in her

discussion of ro'les pìayed by members of t,he alcholic family
spoke of the Lost Child, the child whose role it is to hide and

not be in the way. Suicidality has been found to be higher among

codependents who have played this role (Acavedo, lggg) and might

indicate that these chi ldren have .intrinsicaì'ly depressed

personalities such as Greenìeaf (19g4) described.

Beattie (,l987) stated that codependents courd be depressed

or suicidal or sick. Bìack (199r) also observed depression in
children of alcoholics who, as has been stated, are by definition
codependent, (Cermak, 1986). Geringer-l,.loititz (19g3) observed

that codependents experience a fear that nothing matt,ers

anway' and that this fear grows out of a depressed attitude



which is learned in the alcoholic family.

cermak's (1996) trait E-4 was hypervigirance. Among schoor-
aged children thjs presents itserf as inattention and

hyperactivity, and upon croser examination is found to be an

acute awareness of every singre event and object in the
environment which prevents the individual from concentrating on a
task. Greenleaf (1984) described codependents as disruptive. He

explained it bi observing t,hat codependents have never

experienced logicar consequences to their own or to their
parentst behavior. Their models, moreover, may be models of
disruptive behavior. Further, he believed that children behaving
in a disruptive fashion may actuaily be seeking ìimits by

behavÍng in thi s way. t¡rhit,field (19g4) cal led this behavior
hyperacti ve.

It is interesting to note that hypervigirance is not a trait
noted by many writers. It is, however, one of the most out,standing
traits of codependent, adolescents in my experience.

criterion E-s in cermak (19g6) was the presence of
compuìsions among codependents. Beattie (19g7) observed that
codependents become workaholics, spend money compuìsively,
overeat, develop eating disorders, talk compulsiveìy, and are
ì oyaì to their compur sions. r,regscheider-cruse described

codependents as behaving compuìsivery arso. she particurarry
noticed eating reìated compulsions such as compulsive eatÍng,
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obesity, and anorexia.

cermak's (1986) criterion E-6 was anxiety. t¡rhit,field (rgg4)
also observed that anxiety was a t,rait of codependents.

Greenleaf (1984) did not use t,he word anxiety but impried it in
his description of codependent,s as depressed, deprived,

helpless, lonely and confused about their roles. Beattie (19g7)

stated that codependents feei tt...terribìy anxious about

probìems and people; (they) worry, (lose) sìeep", and wonder

whether others ìike them (p. 39).

Black said that children of alcoholics suffered a pervasive
feeling of fear and guilt, which I believe would be anxiety
producing, t,hough Black does not use the word tanxietyt.

l'legscheider-cruse (1985) st,ated that codependents suffer anxiety
about making changes, and fear of abandonment. Geringer-r,roititz
(1983) felt that fear was so central to the state of adult
children of alcoholics that she described them in terms of ten

fears which are found in Table 9. It is clear that a state of
anxiety exists in codependents. Beyond the fact that the word

anxiety is used by several writers, it is implicit in many other
criteria as well. One who is hyperaware, compulsive, depressed,

and nepressive of emotions is surely impìiciily anxìous, I believe.
cermak's (1986) criterion E-7 was the use of substances

which he felt was a traft often found among codependents.

Greenleaf (1984) linked codependence in adults and children with
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alcohol ism on other chemical dependence, as did l,lhitf ield (,l9g4).
Beattie (1987) stated that chirdren of arcohorics are at high
risk to become aìcoho'lic, and this has been proven empiricaìly
(Tasman, Hales and Frances, 19g9).

cermak did not incrude other addictions in his (1996)

criterion E-7. Possib'ly he would intend those to be included
under compulsions. However, it must be noted that workahoìism is
cited as a trait of codependents by hregscheider-cruse (19g5) and

by Cruse (c.ited in lrlegscheider-CruSe, 19gS).

A history of physical or sexual abuse was observed by cermak

(1986) to be common to many codependents" Greenreaf (1gg4)

stat,ed that there was a relationship between family violence and

neglect and family codependence. Beattie (19g7) found that
codependents have often been victims of sexual, physical, or
emotional abuse, negrect and abandonment. Brack (19g1) reported
that histories of chirdren of arcohorics frequentry incrude
physical, sexual and verbal abuse. Most child incest cases,

according to hlegscheider-cruse (r9g5) take prace in alcoholic homes.

Ackerman (i989) in a study of 624 adult children of
alcoholics and sBS non-adult children found that 1 97. of the aduìt
children experienced chird sexuar abuse whire onìy 52 of the non-
adult children experienced such abuse. child physicar abuse was

reported by 312 of the adult children and 97. of the non-adult



children. Coleman (1990) reported physicaì

abuse two to four times higher in children

dependent parents.

Stress-reìated illness is cermak,s (19g6) second rast, trait
of codependency. tJhitfierd (1994) stated that, codependents

suffer from functional or psychosomatic illness while Beattie
(1987) said that they were oft,en depressed or sick, Black (19g1)

found that children of alcoholics frequentìy had physical
probìems related to stress such as headaches, stomach aches, asthma

bed wetting' l^legscheider-Cruse (1985) related chronic aches and pains
to suppressed anger while cruse (cited in hlegscheider-cruse,

1985) stated that codependents may be chronic and sickìy.
cermakts last codependency trait, was descrìptive of

lifestyìe. It was having lived with a substance abuser for two
years or more without rooking for heìp. Greenreaf (19g4)

described t,he child of an alcoholic as a para alcoholic and his
description of the para alcohoric was so similar to cermak,s

(1986) description of the codepende.nt, it would appear that the
two words are interchangeabre. Geringen-woititz (19g3) in her

descrìption of the adult child of an alcholic also described the
same phenomenon as cermak (,l996) did. It would appear that
Greenleaf (1984) and Geringer-bloititz -(,l9g3) felt that life with
a substance abuser ipso facto caused codependency. cermak (19g6)

wrote this criterion as onìy one of fourteen of which seven were
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required for diagnosis. Possibly this contradiction can be

reconci'led by stat,ing that it, is possible but not, like'ly that a

child or spouse of a chemically abusive person can live with that
person for a ìength of time such as two years without adopting

the pattern of behavior described in t,his review and called

codependency by professionals in the field of chemical

dependency. Ackerman (1989) found that Bz of daughters of
alcoholics are unaffected.

There were seven other criteria specified by aut,hors ot,her

than Cermak (1986). They were .insomnia, aggression, shame,

difficuìty having fun, anger, sexual prob'lems, and the presence

of rigid family rules such as do not talk, do not need, do not

feel. Each of t,hese can be rationarized in such a way that it
actualìy fits into one of the cermak (1996) criteria. Insomnia,

for example, was believed by Beattie (1987) to exist as a result
of worry about otherst probìems or behaviors. This codependency

trait can be viewed as a sympt,om of anxiety. Aggression, used as

a separate codependency trait by whitfield (1994) can be

considered evidence of the intergenerational nat,ure of abuse

among some dependents. wegscheider-cruse (igss) cited hidden

aggression as a codependency trait and stated that frozen anger

(in cermak, 1986, repressed emot'ion) led to confused, inauthentic

interactions such as seeming to give wh'ile maintaining control

over anot,her.
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Shame was a codependency trait observed by t^legscheider-Cruse

(1985) and confirmed by Beattie (19g7) who said that codependent,s

feel ashamed of who they are. shame as a familial state of

affairs in its own right was described by Kaufman (19g0) and

Fossum and Mason (1989).

Inability to have fun may be viewed as a need to be in

control because to have fun requires a willingness to be

surprised. It is mentioned as a separate trait by three writers.
Beattie (1987) found that codependents take themseìves very

seriously, and find it difficult to have fun and be spontaneous.

l,legscheider-cruse (1985) cited the inability of codependents to
have spontaneous fun, and Geringer-!'loititz (1983) stated that
aduit children of alcoholics tended not to be spontaneous. She

also stated that adult children of alcoholics have difficulty
having fun and take themselves extremely seriously.

Anger as a separate codependency trait was dealt with at

ìength by Beattie (1987) who felt that recovering from

codependency requires one to address buried anger. l,legscheider-

cruse (1985) stat,ed that codependents ane filled with suppressed

anger and that, once in a while this anger manifests itse'lf in

hair trigger temper.

The state of being a spouse surrogate, mentioned by Cruse

(1985) and the existence of sexual probìems (Beatt.ie, 19g7) were

discussed by Kritsberg (lg8B) and Hines Martin (.l9g9). sexualìy
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abused codependents have particuìarìy poor notions about their
boundaries (Mel1ody, lg89), and this could result in sexual

problems and the playing of an inappropriate famiìy roìe like
surrogate spouse (Ackerman, 1989; Mellody, 19gg).

Famiìy rules were variously expressed by several writers,

and all were related. Beattie (1987, p. 31) stated t,hat the

rules were, ttDontt talk, feel, need, t,rust, play, rock the boat,

or have realistic expect,ations.'r Black (19g1, p. 24,2g) said

that t,he rules were, t'Dontt t,alk, dontt trust, donrt feel.',
Black (1981) aìso stated some rules specific to persons pìaying

certain roles in the family, The responsible child was to stay

busy and ìook good. The adjuster was to follow directions and do

what had to be done. It was up to the pracator to apologize.

Geringer-l,loititz felt that the rule for adult children of

alcoholics was: do not talk.

Kritsberg (1988) stated that the rures in the alcoholic

family were the rules of silence, rigidity, isolation and denial.

It is possibìe at t,his point in the review of the limited
literature on codependence to state that the phenomenon of
codependence described by cermak (1986) was the same phenomenon

described by Beat,tie (1987), Black (1981), Greenleaf (19g4),

l.lhitfieìd (1984), wegscheider-cruse (1989), cruse (cited in

Wegscheider-Cruse, 1989), and Geringer-lrloititz (1983) and by aìl
others referenced in this paper.
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Meì1ody (1989) examined codependency from a perspective

different from the above writers in its criteria and its focus on

persona'l boundaries. The phenomenon of codependency was the same

phenomenon. In fact, Mellody (1989) quoted Cermak (19g6)

frequently in the book. However, Meììody (1gg9) did not list
observable traits ìn order to describe codepen.dency. Rather, she

spoke of five core symptoms which were general, internal
qua'lit,ies which acted themselves out in specific behaviors. see

Table 11 for Mellodyts core symptoms and secondary symptoms.

core symptom one was "Difficurty experiencing appropriate

levels of self-esteem" (Meì1ody, 19g9, p, 6). While

unconditiona'l love and acceptance by parents teaches children
that they are intrinsicalìy va'luable, and therefore leads

chiìdren to value themselves, tack of this love and acceptance

leaves children without heaìthy self esteem. Missing the belief
that they are precious no matter what t,hey do, codependent

children either do not esteem themselves, or they disp.lay

grand'iosity, which is inappropriateìy high self esteem. In the

latter case, the presentation may be a counterfeit display which

covers up feelings of inadequacy. However, grandiosity can also

be a mÍsgu'ided self esteem based on absence of a healt,hy model

and misinformation (Mellody and tvlilìer, 1gg9).

Persons with no self esteem rely on othersr positive

reactions or positive events to keep them feeling some sense that,
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they are tolerable people. Two concrete manifestations of t,his

are codependent parents who derive their "self esteemtt from their
childrents accomplishments, and codependent adults who try to

esteem themselves on the basis of their possessions, job status

or saìary. codependent persons are missing the inner self
defined as imperfect but worthy, which can relate to others in

both needing and giving ways (Meìlody, 1gB9). These empty

persons are not,hing without othersr feedback, problems, approval,

even their abuse. It is as if the codependents are empty

baìloons until they are empowered by t,he air of events and peopìe

around t,hem (my analogy).

Mellodyts core symptom two was, trDifficulty setting

functional boundaries" (Meì1ody, .l989, p. l1). t,lhile a child is
taught appropriate boundaries by parent,s who both respect the

childrs sensit,ivities and demand that the child respect, theirs, a

child who is not taught his and otherst boundaries cannot relate

to others in healthy ways. This latter child does not know where

he ends and other people begin (Fossum and Mason, lggg).

Mellody (Meììody and Miller, ig8g) divided the boundary

system by designating internal and external boundaries. The

external boundary, sexual and physical, is necessary to help

people act and react appropriate, physicaììy and sexuaì]y. The

internal boundary system is "...like a filter to

prot,ect..,thinking, feeling, and behavior. people who have
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healt,hy internal boundanies know that they are responsible for
what they think, feel, or do, and that, no one else makes them

think, feel, or do anything" (l4eìlody and Mii'ler, ,l9g9, p.39).
People who have healthy internar boundaries do not confuse t,heir
needs and feelings with those of others, as codependent,s do who

become enmeshed with others.

Peopìe with damaged boundaries

used by others, andfor t,hey may take

them.

Meìlody's (1989) core symptom three was "codependents'

difficulty owning onets own rearity." codependents oft,en report
that they do not know who they are in terms of their bodies,

their thinking, their feeiings, and their behavior. Meì1ody

(1989) cited two levels of dysfunction in this regard. At level
A, codependents know who they are but do not reveal it for fear of
negat,ive feedback. At level B, they do not, know. At this level,
it is necessary to act out a reality or to withdraw. If the

choice made is to act out a reaìity, chances are this acting out

will consist, of mirroring others.

The et,iology of this core symptom is in the famiries of
origÍn' where children are ignored, criticized, contradicted, or
abandoned when they express their reality. For examp.le, a child
who tells his mother that his father is talking funny and that the

bathroom smells of vomit, but who hears his mother say in an

may be taken advantage of or

advantage of others or abuse
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annoyed voice, "Your father is not, talking funny and the bathroom

does not smell of vomit" (my example) learns not to trust his
reality' He may also disown his reality. If he tells his mother

that his father scares him, and the mother tells him he is stupÍd
for being scared, he will disown the reality of his being scared,

Later in life, if he is in a scary situation, he wiil mirror the
feelings and actions of others (Meìlody, i9g9). In my experience,

l're may alternateìy make fun of others who express fear.
t'Difficuìty 

acknowredging our own needs and wants" (Melìody,

1989' p. 28), was core symptom four. There were four
present,ations of this symptom: '1. "I am too dependent, I know my

needs or wants but expect other people to take care of them."

2."I am antidependent. I am unable to acknowledge to myself that I
have needs and wants...Itd rat,her go without...than be vulnerable

and ask for heìp." 3. "I am needless and waniless. Aìthough I
have needs or wants, I am not aware of them. n 4. I get my

needs and wants confused. I know what I want and I get it, but I
don't know what I need" (Meì1ody, 19gg, p. Zg).

The etiology of codependentsr difficulty getting in touch

with needs or wants is found in childhood history. parents who

over-served their children, or who abandoned them in times of
need, or who gave materiaììy but not, emot,ionally, ìeft those

children uncertain about what they need and want.
I'Difficulty experiencing and expressing our reaìity
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moderately" is core symptom 5 (Mellody, i9g9, p. 35). Meììody
(1989) stated that codependents are persons of extremes. This
manifests itself in physicaì extremes such as extreme body weight
or dress and in brack and white thinking such as is disprayed
when codependents need othersr total agreement to offset feelings
of rejection. This inability to be moderate is also illustrated
in the emotional arena. codependents have not rearned how to
identify and express feelings honestìy, so they may be emotionalìy
flat or wiìdty expìosive (Cermak, l9g6; Mellody, 1gg9).

Following the discussion of the five core symptoms, Mellody
(1989) stat,ed that there were five secondary symptoms associated

with the five core symptoms. These were controììing others for
comfort, resentment of others, distorted spirituality, avoiding
reality through addiction or illness, and intimacy difficulties.

codependents attempt to take contror of events and peopìe

which they cannot or shouìd not try to contror This is a

tendency of anyone who has been raised in an unpredictabre
environment, and it refrects both their fear of.being out of
control and their rack of appropriate boundaries. In twerve step
thinking, codependents in recovery need to rearn to ret go

control of othersr actions and reactions just as alcoholics in
recovery need to stop trying to control their substance use
(H', 1987). untiì codependents begin the recovery process, their
self esteem continues to depend upon their perceived ability to
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control othersr actions and reactions This control is also a way

of getting needs met which the codependents cannot or will not

deal wit,h honestly. They manipulate others rather than ask for
what they need. Fear of abandonment arso ries beneath the need to
controì (Hines Martin, l9B9).

Like Beattie (1987), Me'ilody (1999) believed that
codependents are filled with simmering anger. They are angry at
perceived blows to their self esteem by othersr reactions or

behavior, angry at, being taken advant,age of when they courd not

say no' angry because they have misinterpreted events or

statements, and angry because they have never expressed anger at
times in their past when they were being truly hurt,. Mellody
(1989) also believed that "children absonb feeìings such

as shame, rage' fear and pain from the adult who is abusing them.

These feelings remain within the person into adulthood and are

called rcarrfedt feelings because theytve been carried forvard
from chi ldhood... l,Jhen you are having this form of codependent

feeling reaìity, you feel overwhermed and out of cont,ror,, (p. 3g).
Thus, Mellody's (i9g9) core and secondary symptoms of

codependency described the same phenomenon as cermak (tsao¡

described. The two cermak trait,s not expìiciily d.iscussed by

Meìlody (1989) are hypervigiìance and two years of life with a

chemicalìy dependent or codependent person. Hypervigilance is
impìicit in Mellodyrs (1989) description of the codependents'
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need to contror ot'hers, and of their mirroring othersr opinions
and moods. tJith regard t,o two years of rife with a chemicairy

dependent or codependent person, Meilody (i9g9) simply approached

the whole subject with t,he assumption that codependent people

have been abused. By this she meant that the environment

in which they were raised was t'less than nurturing,r (Mellody,

1989, p. xx).

Further search of the ìiterature for discussions of the
phenomenon cal]ed codependence (by that name or any other), red me

to popular psychology. In the decade of the nineteen eighties, a

number of popular psychoìogy books and se1f heìp books described
painful personaì traits which resembled codependency though that
word was not used. Some of these were @(Kitey,
1984), Your Erroneous Zones (Dyer, 1976), The pleasers (Leman,

1987), and The Cinderella Complex (Dowìing, 19g1). All of the

writers of these books advocated seìf care, definition of
personal needs and feelings, and the casting off of the yokes of
people pìeasing, depression, dependency, and the living of life
thnough othersr actions and reactions. Dowring (19g1) came

closest to describing the phenomenon of codependency, and it
seemed worthwhile to report her discussions in this review. They

are essentially discussions of her life story.
Dow'ling (tggl) began with her own reaìization that she wourd

"...like to ìive, marsupialized, within the skin of another,,
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(Dowling, i981, p. l). she interpreted this as a desire to be

taken care of, but it could be seen as the codependent's tendency

to give away power and to Jet someone eìse provide oners serf
est'eem (Parmer, lggg). She reca|red saying, "I don,t rearìy have

any convictions. I don't reaily know what I believe', (Dowling,

1981' p.3). This can be seen as the codependentrs need to
mi rror someone eì se (Me'l I ody, I9Bg ).

0nce settled in with her boyfriend, after her divorce and

spate of singìe parenthood, Dowling (,l9g1) was oddly comfortable
with the mindless job of typing her boyfriend's manuscripts. She

was comfortable in the role of caretaker. It does not seemr from

a readerts point of view, odd for her to fit into this role after
having filled the same rore in her former marriage with an

alcoho.lic manic depress-ive (Cermak, 19g6). In this new re.lationship,
she suffered panic at,tacks: a sign of codependent anxiety.

Dowìing (1981) stated that, "Like Cinderella, women

t'oday are still waiting for something externaì to transform their
lives" (p. 21). She went on to say, of separated women, ,,Having

no men at home, no husbands, (they were) frightened, insecure"
(Dowling, 1981, p. zs). These descriptions appear to focus on

codependent persons who need external approval for t,heir self
esteem (Mellody, 1989). Dowring (r9gr) reported that she aìways

felt, that (her) place was behind somebody, where she felt safe.
codependents commonly fee'l real only when linked up wit,h their
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stuff' or their chemicar, the other persons who need and comp'rete

them (Mi 'l ì er, 1 999 ).

Dowling (1981, p. 34,35) quoted Helen Deutsch who wrote:
(women) seem to be easiry infruenceabre and adapt

themselves to their companions and underst,and them.

They are the loveliest and most unaggressive of
helpmates and want to remain in that rore: they do not
insist on their rights _ quite to the cont,rary....they
are always wirìing to renounce their own achievements

without feeling that they are sacrificing anyt,hing, and

they rejoice in t,he achievement of their
companions....They have an extraordinary need of
support when engaged in any activity directed

outward... (1944, cited in Dowling, lggl)
lnlhile Dowling berieved this refrected women's desire to be

dependent, it indicates low self esteem, fear of independence and

such a poor sense of self that one needs to refrect the other to
feel real and worthy. (It goes without saying that, reiigion and

society have held this up as idear feminine behavior. Is it
dysfunctional? 0nìy if it interferes with one's rerationships,
occupation, or ability to live with only a manageable amount, of
stress (cermak, 1986). To overcome this dependence, if it is
perceived to be disadvantageousr requires more than willpower and

fnformation, because it is itserf an addictÍon...an undue focus,



denied and protected. )

Dowling (1981) observed that disp'laced homemakers in a

shelter had lost, along with their husbands, their sense of
identity. As one woman put ít,, after her love ìeft, "It beg.ins

to feel as if I don't exist" (Dowlíng, 19g1, p. 47). However,

where Dowling saw this as a womants not wanting to take care of
herself, in the framework of the addictive system, the woman is
focussed on the other and his needs. In other words, she is
codependent.

Many other descriptors in Cinderella Complex (Dowling, 19g1)

fit criteria for codependence...feering inadequate, fear of
otherst anger/criticism, fear of stating onets needs, eagerness

to pleaser not asking direct'ly for what one wants, approval

seeking manifested by tentative styles of speech, lives ruled by

fear, phobia, loneliness, avoidance of intimacy for fear of
ìosing oneself, not acting but reacting, expecting to be

recognized for sacrifices, expecting others to read your mind and

know what you need without being told, caretaking, approvaì

seeking as motivation for accomplishment, changing opinions if
someone disagrees with you, high affiliative needs, seeking

cont,rol, low self esteem, niceness...nonchallenging,

nonconfronting, noncomp'laining, peop'le pìeasing, helplessness,

fusion, fixing the other, denial, sexuar dysfunction, self blame,

can't trust/need/feel, tired and depressed.
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Dowling came closest to describing the addictive nature of
codependent when in chapter seven she said that in order to

spring free, one could not move on wi1ìpower. One tends to stay

in a situation because t,he t'need to subordinate yourseìf is in

direct, opposition to (the need) to succeed...If you are in

conflict you mamy because of a compulsive...need to be loved,

wanted, approved of and taken care of" (Dow'ling, 19g1, p. zzg).

Codependence, like any addiction, is a compuìsive manner of
behavior. In the words of the Alcoholics Anon¡rmous motto, ôñv

addiction is cunning, baffìing, and powerful.

It seems ìogicaì that after the t,umult of self discovery and

liberation which occurred across the western world during the

nineteen sixties and earìy seventies, there would emerge a

popu'lar literature which would urge common peopìe to throw off
shackles of various kinds and discover themselves. That some of

this popular literature would describe painful personal

situations resembling the phenomenon which chemical dependency

counsellors came to calì codependency, should come as no

surprise. The Johnson Institute estimates that 20 to zsT. of
American children have an alcoholic parent. Ontario Addictions

Research Foundation found that 237, of Canadian children also have

an alcoholic parent,. If most of t,hese emerge from their families
acting in codependent ways, there have been millions of North

American codependents around for aìong time, easily observab'le by



popular psychology writers.

what is perhaps surprising is the faiìure of the psychiatric
community to notice this newly defined behavior pattern. Meììody
(i989) searched the riterature and found onìy a few references to
dependency personaìity disorder. This incruded a 1950 work by

psychiatrist Honney, Neurosis in Human Behavior. Horney (1950)

spoke of dependency issues, she stated that, healthy adults were

to a great extent independent except that for survival they

needed physical and emotional support. Healt,hy adults thus are

interdependent. Th'is healthy state goes wrong when one seeks

others not for support but for a sense of oneself. t^lhen t,his

happens, relationships become compulsive and the person takes on

a dependent role, or converseìy, a tone of rebeìlion and

withdrawal from ot,hers. Horney (,l9s0) described t,his dependence

as characterized by infìexibility in relating, abdication of
responsibility for onets rife, intorerance, depression, rage,

vindictiveness when onets demands on others are not met,

indiscriminate sacrifice of onets own best interest, magical

belief that one will find an answer to life's prob.lems through

others,

The neurotic person believed (Horney, 1950) that
meaning in life and sense of self as weìl as security, could only
be achieved through the strength anå caring of others. The

movement of the neurotic person towards others actually was
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enmeshment, a wish to rose oneserf in the being of the other.
Therefone, these neurotic peop'le valued their own helplessness,

humiìity, loveableness and rack of strength and autonomy.

The neurotically dependent person (Horney, 1950), ¿g

iustification for his/her demand of total devotion by another,

offers his or her tota'l devotion and sacrifice. This is
reminiscent of wegscheider-crusets (19g5) criterion for
codependency which she calìed hidden aggression. A codependent

displaying hidden aggression appears to give, but actuaììy seeks

to control the other by implicitly requiring total giving in
return.

Melìody (19S9) reflected t,hat what is, in normal people, a

desire to be loved, becomes in the neurotic Horney (.l9S0)

described, a desperate drive and claim on ot,hers. It, is not

surprising then that Horney (1950) stated that the last, stage of
the progression of this neurosis was morbid dependency.

Not until 1980 did the Diagnostic and statistical Manual of
Mentaì Disorders classify dependency as a separate personaìity
disorder (Millan, 1984, cjted in Mellody, iggg). yet as earìy as

19.l3, Kraepelin (,|9,l3, cited in Melìody, iggg) discussed

dependent patients in terms of their imesoluteness of will and

the ease with which others couid seduce them.

In retrospect, it would seem that early discussions of the
dependent, or neurotical'ly dependent personality would have
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quickìy led to discussions of the codependent personaìity. The

former can be viewed as one presentation of the latter as Melìody
pointed out when she stated that, there were four categories of
difficuìty in the codependents' acknowledging needs and wants:
'1. ttl am too dependent. I know my needs or wants but expect

other peopìe to take care of them for me, and I wait, expecting
them to know t,o do so as I do not take care of them myseìf.,'
2. t'I am anti dependent...tt

3. ttI am needless and wantless. . . tt

4. ttl get my wants and needs confused...,,(19g9, p. Zg)

However, up to i990, the psychiat,ric literature has not
reflected the existence of codependency, but only of dependent

personality disorder. As well, of course, there are scattered
among the criteria for various other personality disorders in the
Diagnostic and Statisticar Manuar of Mentar Disorders, the other
criteria for what cermak suggests be carìed codependency

personality disorder (Cermak, 1996).

Tasman, Hales, and Frances (19g9), in the eighth edition of
the Review of Psvchiatry, dedicated over one hundred pages to
alcoholism. The word codependency was never used, In the

discussion of treatment, it was not even suggested that prognosis

was better in the event of paralìel famiìy treatment for
addiction supportive behaviors. There is a suggestion in one

essay (Frances, Galanter and Miller, in Tasman, Hales and
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Frances, lg'g) that a network of friends may be he.lpful
to the recovering aìcoholic, and that, "Unlike family members

involved in systerroriented famiìy therapy, network members are
not led to expect, personal symptom relief or self-realizationn
(p. 353). This is ail there is in over one hundred pages to
suggest that there might, be dysfunction in famiìy members of
a'lcohol i cs.

There are severar references in the review to the
higher risk of alcohorism endured by chirdren of alcohorics.
However, the onry faint sign of hope existing in this review
(Tasman, Hale and Frances, l9B9) to indicate that familial
alcoholism Ís being noticed in the psychiatric community in terms
of its relationship to personaìity disorder, is a mention in an

essay on borderìine personality dtsorder (Gunderson and Zanarini
in Tasman, Haìes and Frances, 19g9). "Moreover, they
found that a sufficientry high rate of substance abuse (352) rn
the first degree reratives of the patient,s with Borderrine
Personality Disorder suggests a poss.ibre rinkage to substance

abuse disorderst' (p. 36).

(Szasz [1974] suggested that the concept of mentar iilness,
into which the medicar moder fits addiction and codependency, is
mereìy reification or curturar interpretation. peere (19g9)

stated that the interpretat,ion of addiction as iìlness makes the
so calìed addict helpìess. There is much to be said for a deeper
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examination of Szasz and Peele in further st,udy of codependence.

For the present, the reasons for framing this descr.iption of

codependence in the context of cermak's (.1986) criteria have

a'lready been st,ated. )

The conclusion of the review of the literature is that there

is a pat,tern of behavior called codependence, described by a

number of writer therapists and recovering codependents, which

may be summed up by the criteria outlined by cermak (1986). That

pattern cìosely matched the behaviors of junior high schoo'l

students I had observed who came from families in which a parent

or grandparent abused alcohol. The next questions then emerged:

was it possible to diagnose codependency in adolescents using an

instrument based on cermak's (1986) list of codependency traits?
Furthermore, could it be determined whether the existence of

codependence in an adolescent was related to parental or

grandparental alcohol abuse? Answering these two questions

became the purpose of the last part of the thesis.



Sub.iects

Student subjects were chosen from the student body of t,he

junior high school in which I am employed as school counsellor.

The Ethics committ,ee required that they be chosen from among the

students I knew well, and whose parent,(s) I also knew well.. Thirty_

five students fell into this category.

l,lhen an announcement appeared in the student bultetin asking

that these 35 students come to my office, 20 presented

themselves: eight males and twelve females in grades seven, eight
and nine,

According to the directions from the Ethics commit,tee, each

st,udent was asked, "would you be willing to fiìì in some

questionnaires for me, to help in my research? They wi'lì be very

persona'|. You will do them privately at home and mail them to me

at the University of [v1an.itoba.tt

All of the students said yes. Therefore, the following was

said, ttwould you give me permission to ask your parent(s) to do

some questionnaires for the study too?" Again, all of the

students said yes, and t,herefore, a parent of each child was

contacted by te'lephone and asked the folìowing, "would you be

willing to receive and consider compìeting for research purposes,

Chapter Three

Method
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some questionnaires of a very personal nature?" The Et,hics

comm'itt,ee required that the personaì nature of the questions be

stressed. Parents and students were also informed verbalìy that

they could call me wit,h quest'ions at any time, they could leave out

any parts, and they couìd quit part way through for any reason.

These permissions were given in order that no subject be placed

in a position of distress as a result, of having to respond to

questions which caused discomfort.

All of the parents contacted agreed to receive the

questionnaires (see Tabìes 17 through 21), to consider completing

them, and if there was a second parent in the home, to consider

inviting the second parent to comp'lete a set also. parental

permission for the students to complete the questionnaires was to

be imp'licit since the return of permission retter would

compromise anonymity. No one was to sign names on the

questionnaires. The parent who examined the questionnaires would

by handing the student set over to the chird, impìicitly allow

that child to compìete t,hem.

Hand deìivery of the fam'ily packages foilowed. Each famiìy

received a ìarge envelope with the parent,(s) name(s) on it.
Inside was a stamped brown envelope addressed to "Berscheid Study,

Faculty of Education (Ed. Psych. ), University of Manitoba".

Inside this there were two or three sealable white enveìopesl

depending on whether there were one or two parents in the home.
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0n each white enveìope was a label (see Tabìe 1s) expiaining

that, respondent,s should call me at home or at school in the event

of questìons or distress. The rabels aìso stated that the

respondent should fill in the papers privately, seal the envelope

privateìy, and replace the white enverope inside the brown one.

There was also a covering letter in the package (see Table 16).

A last item in the package was a stamped white envelope addressed

to ttYes, send a survey summarytt, my home address. Respondents

wishing a summary filled in a return address of their choice and

maiìed this enveìope.

In due time, I received sixteen family packages.

Each was opened and numbered. A chart was made, with family

responses numbered and lettered (M for mother, D for father, s

for student, male or female) across the top and t,he questionnaire

items down the side. Information from the compìete chart, was

read into the university of Manitoba mainframe computer.

One family package was discarded because of ambiguities in
the responses to one questionnaire. 0f t,he fifteen student

respondents remaining, three were male, eleven were female, and

one did not enter sex. As had been stated, they were all in
junior high at the t,ime of the study, that is, in grades seven,

eight, or nine, and they were 12 to 15 years of age.

All respondents lived in the suburban area of winnipeg which

comprises the catchment area of my school. The population of
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this area is economically and socially diverse. Housing varies
from Tow cost apartments and cooperative townhouses, through

modest single famiìy homes, to ìarge, new and expensive houses.

The catchment area is bordered by farmrand on the south and west

s i des.

Instruments

The children of Alcohoìics screeninq Test, (cASTl (Table l7)
This instrument, the Children of Alcoholics Screening Test,

was developed by J. H. Jones and published by Famiìy Recovery

Press in chicago' 1981. It can be used to ident,ify chirdren of
alcoholics at any age. One yes answer out of thirty indicates a

child of non-alcoholic panents. Two to five yes answers indicate
a child of a "problem usertt, and six or more identify a child of
an alcohoì ic.

In one study by Jones in 19g2, the C.A.S.T. was administered

anonymously to 82 clinically diagnosed children of alcoholics, ls
self reported children of alcoholics, and l1g control group

children who were selected at random.

It was found in chi-square anaryses that arì 30 items

significantìy discriminated children of alcohoìics (cOA's) from

cont,rol group children. children of alcoholics scored

significantly higher on the c.A.s.T. than control group

chi ldren.

The diagnosed c0A's and self reported c0Ars did not, differ
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in responses and so were combined. These 97 children of
aicoholics were scored 2, and 118 cont,rol group children were

scored i. These group scores were correlated wit,h the t,otal

C.A.S.T. scores, to obtain a validity coefficient of .7g.

Six or more yes answers reìiably identified 100 percent of
both groups of children of alcoholics (piìat and Jones, 19g4/g5).

The Codependence Questionnaire

cermakts (1986) criteria for diagnosing codependency in

adults were used to build a questionnaire for the identification
of adolescent codependency (see Tables lg and 20). simultaneous

juggling acts were required. Since the students would rate

themselves, the questions on the student quest,ionnaire had to be

related to cermakts criteria as they occurred in real adolescent

life. The wording of the items had to facilitate st,udents'

understanding and make them able to find themselves on a scale.

The quest,ionnaire then had to be reworked to make a report of t,he

students' traits possib'le by the parents. It was felt that
parents might identify Ín their children traits which the

children either might, not see in themselves, or might minimize.

In one case, self identification of anxiety, it was felt that
some adolescents might maximize, so the trait was inc]uded onìy

in the parentsr questionnaire. In other cases, identification of
some aspects of some traits was so clearly internal and personal,

a question was included on'ly in the student questionnaire.
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A student's codependency totar was the tot,ar number of
traits he/she self ident,ified added to the t,raits identified by

the parents only. Identification of a trait was indicated by the

circling of ttalwaystt or ttsometimestt on the scale, where the

choices were' ttaìwaystt, ttsometimestt, ttseldomtt, rrnort, or by the

circling of yes if the choices were "yes/nor,.

A straight "yes/no" answer was too black and white for most

of t'he questions. Most codependency traits can be best,

understood as existing on a continuum, with t,he traits causing

problems only on one end. Because subjects eventually had to be

judged as having or not having seven traits, however, a yes or no

response to the presence of a trait did have to materialize.
Hence the scale, ttaìwayst', ttsometimestt, ttse'l domtt, nort ,r¿as used.

"sometimest' would provide a response appropriate for those who

acknowledged t,he presence of a t,rait on a regular or noticeable

basis, but, who for reasons of rearity or an inner need to
minimize, would not choose ttalways" and might avoid a response

like troftentt or ttusuallytt. The response ttseldomtt 
would

accommodate those who acknowledged the presence of a trait but

found it, less present, less obt,rusive, ìess problematic than

those who had chosen ttsometimestt.

Those questions felt to need a black or white answer were

left as ttyes/nott questions.

cermakrs criteria were the best to use because they are
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written in such a way that they could be included in the next,

DSM. A study into this area had to fit into existing diagnostic
structures in order to be credible by the community of heìping
professiona'ls. use of these criteria did not signify belief that
codependency is a disease needing medical t,reatment.

cermakts criterion A, "continued investment of self esteem

in the ability to control both oneself and others in the face of
serious adverse consequences" (Cermak, 19g6, p. 11) was

determined by the following questions to students:

'1. a. Do you get anxious if.your friends or anyone else doesnrtapprove of you, or of something you do?

Always Sometimes Seldom No

b. Do you feeì uncomfortable if you donrt get your way?

Always Sometimes Seldom No

- -c. .Do you ever get stubborn or act angry, or manipulate yourfriends or parents, to help get yorr *ayí -'

Always Sometimes Seldom No

d. 
-Do 

ygu ever purposery do something to get someone mad,even_if youtlì be grounded, or punished, or a friend will bereal 1y upset?

Parts a and b are designed to identify

associated with diminished self esteem,

anot,her's reaction (a) or action (b).

Always Sometimes Seldom

uncomfortable feel ings

when one cannot control

This may be experienced as

No
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an actual threat to the existence of the self, causing fear and

even panic in an adolescent. In practise, these appear to be the

most outstanding feelings responses on the part of children whose

self esteem is vested in the control of others. such feelings do

not manifest themselves in chirdren who lose control of
themselves. Th'is may be the reverse of what occurs in adult
codependents, or at least, the reverse of what is manifested.

Possibly the adolescent is not yet abìe to assume a reflective
stance and judge his loss of serf cont,rol. perhaps because loss

of self control is more acceptable for youngsters than for adults

in t,his culture, there is less remorse in the youngsters.

Perhaps t,here is as much remorse in the children but they

repress this to salvage t,heir self esteem. In any case, no

question was written to identify loss of self esteem around loss

of self control. The occu'ence of compulsivety, report,ed as a

factual occurrence followed by regret with no inferentiaì link to
self esteem, is found in question 9 of the student sheet and

corresponds with Cermakts criterjon E-5.

Parts c and d of number I relate to the studentrs attempts

to control others in the face of adverse consequences. Item 1.d

is designed to identify the counterphobic response to approval

seeking, mentioned in item 1.a. This response indicated that the

control of the other is extremeìy important, impliciily therefore
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that onets self esteem depends on it. It also signals, as do all
four items in number 1, that, this person has no crear vision of
self as separate fnom the other. This boundary issue is best
dealt with by Meììody (rgg9). The codependent person does not,

have low self esteem; that person does not esteem self as a

separate ent,ity at all. Therefore that person has the need to
control othersr actions and reactions, in order to eke out some

fìeet,ing sense of adequacy.

The quest,ions to parents for cermakrs criterion A are:
1. a. Is this child an approval seeker? That is, does he orget anxious if.your^approval, or that or ã-iriãå¿ or^ oiñ""person, is in doubt?

Always Sometimes Seldom No

b. Does this child try_to control others to a greater thannormal extent? For_exampìe, is thi, .ñïi¿-uãiy.stubborn,
demanding or manipulative?

Aìways Somet,imes Seldom No

c. Does this chird do things to^deriberateìy upset you, evenif there is a consequence in itore?

Always Sometimes Seldom No

This omits "Do you feeì uncomfortabre if you donrt get your own

way?" because that is an int,erna'lr pêFSorìitl evaluation. Item l. b

is written from a more globa'l perspective, acknowledging the
parent's wider experiences of what is normal in adolescence, and

asking them to compare these characteristics in their children to

she
val ued
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what is normal. Item 1, a and c are the same as the studentrs a

and d reworded for perspective only.

cermakts criterion B isttassumption of responsibility for
meeting otherst needs to the exclusion of acknowledging oners

own" (Cermak, 1986, p. 1l). Quest.ion 2 on the studentsr sheet

sa id,

2. .. Do you worry about other geop]est problems and forget aboutyour own problems or responsibilities?

Always Sometimes

b. Do you do things for others and t,hen
something of your own you d.idntt get done?

Always Somet,imes

In a, what was sought was identification of worry as a behavior

evidencing assumption of anot,herrs responsibilities. In b it was

the doing of things others are responsible for doing instead of
do'ing what one is responsibre for doing oneseìf. It is a truism

that codependents take responsibiiity for what they are not,

responsible for and fail to take responsibility for what, they are

responsible for (woititz, 1gg3). This is very true of
adolescents. 0n the parentsr sheet these questions were reworded

for perspective only.

Adolescents displaying caretaking tendencies do not

necessarily take any action toward fixing othersr problems.

Seldom No

realize there is

Seldom No
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However, the emotional burden of worrying about the pickles
others get into is common'ly so great that the ch.itdren cannot, get
homework done, cry a ìot, cannot eat, or sreep, and cannot go

on with life. When it comes to action, the caretaking tendency
is most startling in the sexual arena, where girìs who need to
not' have sex, have it anyway with boys who say they need it. The

girìs assume the responsibi'lity of meeting the boys, needs to the
exclusion of acknowledging their own needs.

Another counterphobic reaction to the need to caretake is
social withdrawal. There is no question here to identify that
because one could not be worded which would differentiate sociaì
withdrawal as a count,erphobic response to a desire for
connectedness wit,h others from shyness or normal intnoversion.

cermakrs criterion c says, rrAnxiety and boundary distortions
around intimacy and separation" (Cermak, 19g6, p. 11). In the
student questionnaire, question 3 asks,

3. a. Do you even
nice to you?

Always Sometimes

b. If a friend stops talking to you, dofault and try to get the frienã Uu"if

Always Sometimes

c. Do you have trouble making friends?

Always Sometimes

try to keep a friend even when the friend isnrt

Seldom No

you think itts your

Seldom No

Seldom No
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codependent adolescents have immoderate rerationships.
Either they are enmeshed or they are enemies, and either party or
both parties can move from one position to the other wit,hin an

hour. In Junior High counsel'ling practise, girìs present

commonly with problems related to t,his phenomenon. codependent

boys are not as forthcoming about their feelings of rejection.
Boys seem cooler about relationships in generaì, but they wi.ll
become enmeshed with gi11s, and can become .instantly depressed if
the girìs break up or "dump them". The questions i¡ item 3
apply to both sexes, but there is no doubt t,hat girls make more

of an issue of a and b, so that boys may underreport those parts
of the question.

The parentsritem three omits "If a friend stops tarking to
vou, do you think itrs youn fault and try to get the friend
back?" because this requires a personal evaluation. The other
two parts of the question are the same on the parentst

questionnai re.

cermakrs criterion D isttEnmeshment in rerationships with
personality disordered, chemica'lly dependent, codependent or
impuìse disordered personst' (Cermak, 19g6, p. ll). Question 4 on

the student questionnaire meant to identify enmeshment with peers

of this type. The question sa.id,
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you_hang around with.peopìe your friends, parents orwould think are a bad int]uen"ÀZ 
.' '-"--' .-u' e'

Yes No

you have friends who drink or smoke pot?

Yes No

you have friends who shopìift or steal?

Yes No

b. Do

c. Do

d. Do you have friends who lie to their parents?

. e.'-Do you have.friends who need you and terì you theirtroubles, but dontt risten to your needs and troubres?

Yes No

The parentsr questions were the same, teiescoped into three
part,s.

The most out,standing and infìuential enmeshments with these
types of persons wourd be enmeshments with family members,

because from 12 to 15 years of age one is just beginning t,o break
away from the embrace of the fami'ly. However, it was not judged

wise to write items which would require these kinds of judgements

about famiìy members. Item 14 on the parentsr questionnaire

asked whether this child had lived with a substance abuser for
two yearsr arìd this is a criterion in its own right. In the
student questionnaire, it is omitted and the information supplied

Yes No
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by a CAST score of z or more. That is as crose as t,he package

comes to assessing enmeshments with personality disordered,
chemically dependent, codependent or impulse disordered persons.

It is necessary to note at this point that cermak,s crit,eria
E-1 through E-10 correspond with items s through i4 on the
parentsr questionnaire. The studentsr questionnaire omits

numbers 10 and 14. The correspondence can be found in Tabie 3.

Cermakts criterfon E-1 is reliance on deniaì, which is a

survival tactic. The irony is that there can be an element of
denial in the entire self report process used in this study. It
was hoped that cross evaìuation by parents would compensate for
this, but of course parents in a codependent system have their
own denial. The questionnaire is cìear1y inferior to a diagnosis
in counseliing followed by compìet,ion of the CAST.

To identify E-1, students were asked, "Do you 'rie, 
change

your story, or act innocent?tt parents \¡rere asked, rrDoes this
child lie, fib, or change the story?" It was felt t,hat the

response "Seldomtt would provide an appropriate answer for those

who did these things in a nonmal adolescent quantity and fashion.
For those who would respond ttAlwaystr or rrsometimest,, these traits
would be frequent enough to be considered coping mechan.isms,

hence codependency traits.
criterion E-z is "constriction of emotion with possible
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dramatic outbursts" (Cermak, l9g6, p. 11). The parents were

asked whether the chird had difficurty expnessing feerings. For

the student questionnaire, the question was spìit, asking not
on'ly about, expression of emotion, but further saying, r,Do you

have trouble deciding how you feel?" This is not a question an

observer, even a parent, can assess. Some adolescents think they
can express their emot'ions because they get angry. However,

dispìaying anger is not evidence of an abirity to express

emotions. Therefore the other question was added.

An item was not used to identify dramatic outbursts.
Adolescence usually entairs periods of outburst, Íntrinsic to the
process of self identification and pulling away from parents.
0nìy in counsel'ling can these normal outbursts be differentiated
from the sort that occur after emotional repression.

criterion E-3 is "Depressionr'. Like dramatic outbursts,
some depression is normal during this period, signa.lì.ing hormonaì

changes, and the personrs inner turmoir and need to change

(Geddes, 1985). The parents were asked whether t,he children
dispìayed depression beyond what, would be expected of a normal

teen. The students were asked whether they became depressed for
more than a day or two. This wording was hoped to communicate

the degree of depression that was meant.

Criterion E-4 was t'Hypervigilancer', 
which is an inabitity to
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concentrate on one task because one is attentive to all cues in
the environment. Like so many codependency traits, it is a

survival mechanism for chirdren from famfries in which moods and

actions are not predictabre. Students were asked, "Do you have

trouble concentrating, more t,han most peopìe?r' Again the

establishment of a line of normalcy was essential since

adolescence is not a time of optimum concentration. (As the item

was writt,en, it called to mind a former male client whose

concentration was impaired t,hnough Grade Nine by his fear that he

would have an erection when the bell rang, and when he stood up

people would notice. Bells ring every 3g minutes at my school,

and his marks were very poor that year.)

Parents were asked a different question, including in its
construction the attentiveness to all things which prevented the
attentiveness to one task. ttDoes this child pay attention to so

many things around him/her that he/shå 
"an't settìe down and

concentrate?r¡

criterion E-5 is t'compuìsìvityr'. compulsivity is not, the

same as t,houghtlessness, and it was felt that the choice [Se]dom[

would identify normaì occasional adolescent thoughtlessness and

impuìsive overeating, fibb'ing, swatting a sibling, or lying about

a missing loonie, In the student question, I explained

compu'lsivity rather than use the word; r'Do you ever do something
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without, stopping to think and t,hen regret it?,, In the choice, I
added drinking and smoking pot to the parents, choices, since the
parents wourd not rikery know if ühose activities were done
compulsiveìy at this age.

criterion E-6 is 'Anxiety". This is another trait common in
adolescence. In practise, some students express it extremery, or
act it out in nervous habits, and some stoically deny it and
cover it up with activities, acting out, or macho. Because of
this tendency of teens to overreport or underreport anxiety, the
identification of it as a trait owned by the students, was left
to an item on the parentsr questionnaires on'ry. It simpry said,
"Is this chiJd anxious?" and the responses were yes and no,
counting on the parentst adurt perspective to categorize the
children as anxious if their anxiety was out, of the ordinary.

Critenion E-7 is "Substance abuse,,, and since at age .l? to
15 any use is abuse, students and parents were asked, ,,Do

you/Does this child drink or smoke pot?,,

criterion E-g is 'Sexuaì or physicaì abuse,,. Sexua.r abuse,
especia'lly fami r iar, ongoing sexuar abuse, is high]y rer ated to
codependency (Meì 'lody, 

19Bg ). parents were asked, ,,Has thi s

child ever been sexua|ry or physicaìry abused?,, students were
asked, "Have you ever been sexualìy touched or hurt, by anyone?,,
because familiar sexuar and physicaì abuse are questions on the
famiìy trauma questionnaire. Any sexual abuse, and physical
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abuse from eit,her questionnaire counted as a yes answer to this
c ri teri on.

E-9 is "stress rerated medicar iilness,,. students were
asked whether a doctor had rerated a physicar probrem to stress,
while parents were asked, "Has this child any stress related
medical iilness?" This item differentiated between adurts,
judgementr experience and knowledge, and t,he children,s, and

therefore t,he chirdrents answer required report of a doctorrs
di agnosis.

E-10 is "Living with a substance abuser for
without seeking help." For a child, there is no

the child takes t,he adurt behavior for normar. Therefore, just
ìiving with the abuser ident,ifies the criterion. If a st,udent
scored 2 or more on the CAST, this was counted as a yes to the
criterionr and if one of the parents answered yes to question 14,
the child received a yes for the criterion. As with aìl
questions, report by either the chird or a parent was counted as
a yes for that child for that criterion.

As stated earrier, cermakrs criteria were used to deve'rop
this questionnaire because they fit into an existing diagnostic
structure, the DSM. Moreover, as discussed in the neview of the
litenature' alr but two traits (substance use and sexuar abuse
history) attributed by cermak to codependency can be found among

the Crit,eria for personaìity Disorders in the DSM, where one can

two years

seeking help, as
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shop among the various disorders and come up with one built of
various traits and calr it "personaìity Disorder Not, Ot,herwise

Specified" (DSMl11R, 1986). Codependency, then, can already be

diagnosed via the DSM1llR under this title.
The Shame Scale (Tab1 e 19 #2, 21 #Z)

Two flavours of codependency were felt to be missing from

the codependency questionnaire. One was anger and the other was

shame, in t,he sense of serf evaruation as intrinsicarìy
inadequate. For exp'loratory purposes, a shame scale was designed

to measure respondentst shame. Four angry or shameful feeling
statement,s were composed, and paraìleled with four positive
statements, and respondents were asked to check off those which

applied to them. To score this, the number of checkmarks next to
the negative feelings was counted, and this was the shame score.

The total possible then was four.

Please check those that, app'ly.I have to work reaì ìy nar¿- to be good enough _Itr ?n 0K person jusi as I am

JI I'm angry I can just say so-ìñ?-work things out
lf,l.:I"f , ]gr-Tv ,anser out, , r jg_ uS ár"àiã *r,ã[ 

"ãulã;"pp"nI rhink I'lì fiñd sõmeon" nho'it love me-.rJ-ir,å"ä'äv"iiiãl, wonder. if. anyone wi I I ever marry me _when I t,hink about the real me whät I m-ãSTy feel is shameor inadequacy
I know the realie-îs imperfect but, alright

It was felt that if
more had shame scores,or

onìy respondents with CAST scores

or at least, shame scores of 3 or

ofZ

4.



t,here should be an exploratory test for significance.

ïhe Trauma Questionnaire

families, or might have prevented the meeting of
in the famiìy, were identified by respondents.

Family traumas which might have caused unpredictability in

occurred only in the families of students with high codependency

scores, a relationship .of significance should have been sought.

Students wene asked:

Have you experienced any of the folìowing in your family so far:
Please check:

Death of a parent or brother or sister
rygying to a new country or city, accompãiGã'by serious

(Tabìe 19 #1, 21 #1)

difficuìty for your parents or-you 
--"r-"

Someone in your home_being someiimeîl6y depressed
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Fear caused by racial, 
""íigiour, or

)exua I abuse
Physical abusê
Emotional abuseFiãh as
Anything else that could

Parents were asked:

childrents needs

Had any of these

?:( 13:^iiTl]y (the family i! which_you lived as a chitd srowinsup,) experience any of t,he following?

Please check:
Untimely death of a parent, when you urere a dependent
Immigration to. a new country, witÉ tinanciã.l, sociaì,

language probìems
Manic depressive illnãsrof anyone'living in the home

being ye'lled at or put down a lot
be caìled trauma

, religïõui,' ;;'";ñ;;"
Sexual abuse, including ìncest
Physical abuse

ethnic prejudice

Emotional abuseiEmotional deprivation
Any other situation which 

"uriãå vou" ãnui"*"nt to beunpredictable (please describe)

chi ld
or

prejudi ce



Any other state of affairs which resulted in your needs, asyou now see them,. not being met,sufficientìy io" vãu-io-f"o* ,pwith a sense of. who you weie and a t"nr" ihåt you deserved tobe here on earth, .just as you are. (Á;;ir; ;i"ur" descnibethe state of affaiis which resulted'iñ-*,årã'úurr. needs notDetng met. /

The sexual abuse item

misunderstanding about the

familial sexual abuse.

Desi qn

This was a descriptive study with quantitative elements.

Self report surveys were used to determine the current status
with respect, to the following variables: alcohol abuse in parents

and grandparent,s as measured by the children of Alcohoìics

Screening Test (Jones, 1984/5) and the total number of
codependency trait,s of each child. The number of codependency

traits was determined by adding the number of items on

the codependency questionnaÍre to which each student answered

"Alwaystt or t'sometimest't,o the number of items to which their
parents had answered "Arways" or "Sometimes" when they did not

ident,ify themselves as having any part of that, trait "Always' or

"Sometimes". In other words, identification of one section of a

trait by either a parent or the child, caused the child to be

considered üo have that trait.
A total of seven traits was considered to provide the

was worded t,hus because there is

mean'ing of incest. Incest is any
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classification of codependency for the purpose of this study.

cermak (i986) requ'ired the first four and any three of the last
ten trait,s for diagnosis. However, since the first four are the
most difficult t,o ident.ify without interviews, it was decided to
accept any seven for this study.

Information respect,ing two other variables was sought for
expìonatory reasons. These were the existence of various traumas

in the famiiy history, which courd have caused unpredictabirity
in the family milieu and/or prevented the meeting of the needs of
growing children in the family, and the presence in parents and

chiJdren of shameful feelings, namely, fear of their own anger

and feeìings of inadequacy. seìf report for trauma and shame

items was achieved by checking off appropriate responses. Bìank

lines were left in the trauma questionnaire for items other than

found in t,he questionnaire. Trauma reports were examined

individuaì]y wit,h particular attention to incest. The shameful

feelings identified were added to provide a shame scaìe score of
zero through four.

Procedure

In order to determine whether there was any significance in
the t,otal number of codependency traits (codependency totars) of
the children, the folìowing procedure was used: five subsets of
the total sample were designated, and the mean codependency total
for each subset was found. The subsets were as follows:
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a) the subset of students who had arcohor abusive parent(s)
but not, grandparent(s), that is, those st,udent,s who had CAST

scores of two or more, but whose parent(s) had CAST scores of
zero or one;

b) tr¡e subset of students who had arcohor abusive parents but no

grandparent,s, that is, the student,s who had CAST scores of zero
or one' but who had one parent or two parents with a CAST score
of two or more;

c) the subset of students who had arcohoì abusive parent(s) and

grandparent(s), that is, the st,udent,s with CAST scores of two or
more who also had a parent or two parents with a CAST score of
two or more;

d) t'he subset of students with neither alcohol abusive parent
nor grandparent, that is, the student,s with CAST scores of zero
or one whose parents arso had CAST scores of zero or one; and

e) the subset of student,s who have neither alcohol abusive parent
nor grandparent whose family questionnaires contained no report
of incest.

Subset e) was used because familiaì sexual abuse, incest, is
related to codependency in the literature, as is alcoholism
(Me'lìody, 1989). Thus the presence of non alcohol-related incest
in subset d) could dist,ort the mean of codependency traits in
subset d).

A one way anarysis of variance (ANOvA) was performed on the
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means of the subset,s t,o determine whether familiaì alcohol abuse

had a significant effect on t,he codependency totaìs of the
children. A significance rever of .05 was chosen (see Tabre r1,
Figure 3).

A Chi square was conducted with respect to yes/no diagnosis
for codependency (seven trait,s) and yes/no presence of alcohol
abuse in a parent or grandparent,, t,hat is yes/no score of two or
more on the CAST of either the student or either of the parents.
A significance level of .05 was chosen (see Table 12).

Frequency count,s were conduct,ed on item by item responses to
the trauma and codependency questionnaires, and on the totals of
only of the other two questionnaires, t,he shame sca-re and the
CAST (see Tables l4a, l4b).



Resu I ts

Total number of codependency traits for each student, was

obtained by adding the number of student self identified traits
to the number of traits the student did not serf identify but
which the parents identified as being owned by the student.

Five subsets of students were identified:
a) those with alcohol abuse or alcoholic parent(s); that is,
t,hose with CAST scores of 2 or more;

Chapter Four

Results and Discussion

b)

is,

those with alcohol abusive or

those whose parent(s) had CAST
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c) those with alcohor abusive or arcohoric parent(s) and

grandpa ren t( s ) .

d) those with neither an alcohol abusive nor alcoholic parent or
grandparent;

e) those from group d) who had no parent with a history of incest.

alcohoìic grandparent(s); that

scores of Z or more;

Analysis of variance was then performed on the means of the
subsets to determine whether there was any significance in the
difference between the means of these subsets of students (see

Tabìe 11). A significance of .05 was sought.
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The ovenall ANOVA was significant (F(4,13)=4.66; p=..0.|4g).
A post hoc test, (Duncan) reveared a significant difference

between family pattern c) in which the students had both an

alcohoì abusive or alcoholic parent or grandparent, and family
patterns d) and e), fn which the student had no arcohor abusive

or alcoholic parent or grandparent, (see Figure 3).
Chi Square

studentst codependency totars were crassified as yes or'no:
t,hose with totals of seven or more were crassified yes for
codependency, while whose with totars of six or ress were

cìassified no for codependency. students were also classified
yes or no with regard to their having or not having an aìcohol
abusive or alcoholic parent or grandparent. A student was

classified yes for this if he or she or one of his or her parents

scored 2 or more on the children of Alcoholics screening Test,,

Scores of 0 or 1 on the part of the student and parent(s)
resulted in a classification of no for this. Then a chi square

test was performed (see Tabì e 1z).. The chi square test was

signif icant (X2(l)=6.5,¡6; g=.01I ).
Ten subjects fit int,o the yes/yes portion of the chi square:

Yes, they had an alcohol abusive parent or grandparent, and, yêS,

they scored 7 or more on the codependency questionnaire. Three

subjects fit int,o the No/No portion. These had neither an

alcoholic parent or grandparent nor a codependency totar of 7 or
more.
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'ne 
subject fit into each of t,he other portions of .he

square: No/Yes and yes/No. One had no alcohol abusive parent or
grandparent but did have a codependency total of more than 7.
This subjectts mother was an incest survivor. One subject had an

alcohol abusive parent or grandparent but a codependency totar of
less than 7.

Frequency Tables

Frequency of various chirdren of Arcohorics Screening Test
scores can be found in Table i3. Among students, Z7Z had an

alcoho'lic parent and twenty percent had an arcohor abusive
parent. Forty seven percent, then had a parent who was alcohol
abusive or alcohoric, Among the nine fathers who responded to the
questionnaire, on'ry one reported an arcohoìic parent, and one an

alcohol abusive parent. Among mothers, five or 332 had an alcoholic
parent, while one, or 77., had an alcohol abusive parent.

Frequency of occurrence of various traumas can be found in
Table 14a. The sampre size was too smail for these frequencies to
assume any meaning.

Di scussi on

Limitations of the Study

' The main limitation in this study was the smaì.l, non_random

sample size. Two other factors may a'lso have limited the study.
One was the male to femare ratio of student respondents: three
boys, eleven girls, and one respondent, of unstat,ed sex. Early
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literat,ure descrÍbing codependency-ìike phenomena dealt with
these phenomena as femare probìems. In order to barance the
picture of codependency in the adolescent population, a sexuaììy
baianced picture would have been preferab'le. One could then

avoid the criticism that what was being described was a female
probìem. The other factor which may have limited the study was

t,he fact that aìr of the subjects were known to me in my capacity
as school counseilor. Not ail students who know me have

probìems, but most do. The sampìe may then have had a higher
incidence of all of the problems listed in the questionnaire than
a random sample of students would have had.

In spite of these possible limit,ations, the percentages of
subjects having some traits and strengths matched the percentages

found by other experts report,ing on much rarger popuìations.

This was gratifying. For example, the rate of incest and the
rate of fam'ilial aìcohorism and arcohor abuse matched the rates
reported by Biedler (1990) and Sobelt (1999). Ackerman (19g9)

found 8Z of daught,ers of alcoholics were unaffected, and this
st,udy found one subject out of 11 from families having one or
more alcohol abusive members who had a codependency total of less
than 7. This 1 out of 11 is 97,. These crose matches serve to
validate the results in spite of the smaìr sampre size.

Factors Mitioatinq Limitations

A factor which may have mitigated t,he rimitations was the
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intergenerational nature of t,he surveyf including the parentaì
evaluation of the st,udentsr codependency t,raits. In the original
research plan, questionnaires would have been administered onìy
to students. Under that scheme, grandparental aìcoholism and

alcohol abuse wourd have been underreported. This is because
some grandparents who had used a'lcohol abusively in their younger
years wouJd have stopped doing sor or else they would not do so
in fnont of the grandchildren, or else when they did their
children may have reframed this abuse as iilness or aberration.
The children wourd not have been fuìry aware of abuse. Having
the parent(s) complete the children of Alcoholics screening Test
gave a clear picture of the studentsr grandparentsr arcohor use.

The parentst invorvement in the study arso ailowed for the
report of incest in the parentsr histories. This gave insights
into ühe fnequency with which incest and aìcohor abuse occurred
together. In the one famiry in which incest was reported by the
mother, but no alcohol abuse was reported, the codependency total
of the female chird was over seven. This confirms Mer.rody,s
(1989) observation that sexuar abuse is a precursor to
codependency. The study did not reach arcohor abuse on the part
of the parents! grandparents, of course. In the case of this
mot,her, the incest courd have been committed by an arcohol
abusive grandparent or other rerative. Larger studies need to be
done in this area before the rerationship between sexuar abuse
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and chemicars is understood. In the fifteen famiries used in
this study, three parents reported Íncest, and two of the three
reported parentaì arcohor abuse or arcohorism, (In the one

famiìy which was eliminated, the mother reponted incest by an

alcohol abusive grandfather. This brings the totar incest
incidence to four, with three out of the four occunring arongside
alcohol abuse or alcoholism.)

The use of parentsr checkrists for students, codependency
traits proved usefur because in severar cases a parent identified
a trait' which the student, had not identified. This probabìy
provided a more accurate codependency trait totar. Ideaily, an

added checklist, compìeted by a counserìor trained in this area
would be used also. In the questionnaire, tnaits which posed
problems were identified by their presence ,rArways,, or
"Sometimes". This reft room for overreaction and underreaction
on the parts of the students and parents firìing out the
quest,ionnaires. In a counseìling setting, with the same

counsellor evaruating a number of possibìy codependent crients,
the level of anxiety, pain or schoor probrems caused by a trait
could be more objectively assessed.

The fact that, the famiìies who participated in the study
knew me, and trusted me enough to firì out these questionnaires,
undoubtedly resulted in more detailed accurate information than
would have been procured in any sample other t,han one chosen for
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its close re'lationship t,o me. On'ly four families failed to send

in their responses.

Other Aspects

Questfons were not reft out except by one father who omitted
one side of one questionnaire. Therefore, peopìe chose to answer

even deep'ly persona'l questions rather than leave them out in
spite of t,heir having been told it would be permissible to leave
out anything found distressing. It is arso interesting that I
received no phone caìls of distress. Many of these famiìies had

aìready seen me during extreme family distress, so my

relationship with them was such as to faciritate any necessary

distress calls. Yet none came. Either these very personar

questions caused no distress, or they went ahead with the
questionnaires in spite of the distress.

The shame scare, designed to identify feerings of inadequacy

common to codependents, but not elicited by the questions in the
codependency check rist, was not usefur. This was disappointing.
I expected that a shame scale score .of three or four in a parent
or child would be relat,ed to a codependency score of seven or
more in the child. This was not so. The reason may be that
persons who feel inadequate defend t,hemselves against those
feelings with a facade of pseudo adequacy. I have seen in
practise adults and children who say they feel confident and

adequate and able to handle anger when I believe they are .lacking
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in confidence and sense of adequacy and their angry outbursts
belie their words. 0n the other hand, my reasoning may simp.ly be
wrong regarding shame as reflect,ed in my questions.

From the point of view of school problems, it would seem

that even severar traits existing at the rever of ,,A.tways,, or
Itsometimestt 

wourd cause stress and distress around academic and
social affairs. The highest means among the means of the subsets
was that of chirdren who had bot,h arcohor abusive parent(s) and
grandparent(s). This mean number of trait,s was .l1.zs. 

These are
chi ldren with many prob'lems.

It is said among adoìescent treatment workers that,
adolescence i t,ser f resembres codependence. young peopìe at, t,h.is
age typically worry about what their peers think, deny
responsibility, and suffer anxiety, to name a few traits. ït is
a stressful time (Elkind, 1977).

No doubt any study on adorescent codependence has to come to
grips with the problem of distinguishing between what is normal
adolescence and what is codependency. Furthermore, codependency
in systems no doubt exacerbates many of the traits of
codependency (Jacyk, 1988) and the traits of adorescence which
resemble codependency.

Further Limitations

There are further lim.itations in this
failure to consider factors of personality

study based on its
and birth order and
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other frames for human behavior such as the archetypar myths of
Jung and anthropoìogical/sociological viewpoints.

In thein treatise on personaìity types, Keirsey and Bates
(1978) discussed the sixteen personarity types of Myers and Briggs
which in turn fail into the four temperaments of Hippocrates,
Adickes, Kretschmer, Spranger, and Adler (Keirsey and Bates,
1 979 ).

In one observation, for exampìe, Keirsey and Bates (197g)
stated that, "unrike the sp (type) who can work on impurse, the NF

(type) works toward a vision of perfection: the perfect work of
art, the perfect...reìat,ionship" (p. 6s). The codependency trait
of people pleas'ing perfect,ioni sm courd possibìy be either
mistaken for or augmented by this personarity trait. Moreover,
Ín the description of the ENFJ (extrovert, intuitìve, feeì ing,
judging) personality, the authors state that people of this
persona'lity type "...may find themserves feeìing responsibre for
the feelings of others to an extent which praces a burden on the
relationship', (Keirsey and Bates, lg7g, p, .167), This trait
resembles codependency as weil. possibry an ENFJ codependent may

find particu'lar trouble with those codependency traits which have
to do with intimacy. It does bear saying that none of the
sixteen personarities described by Keirsey and Bates (r97g) as a

whoJe resembles codependency.

with regard to the impact of birth order and behavior, it
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can be said t,hat t,he characteristics of each birth order pìace

resembles one of the alcoholic family roìes described by

wegscheìder-cruse (1976). The eldest child according to Leman

(1985) can be rrperfectionistic, reliable...cFitical and serious"

(p. 14). This description fits that of blegscheider-Cruse's

Famiìy Hero (Wegscheider-Cruse, 1976). The middle child is

"independent, extremely ìoyal to the peer group, has many

friends, a maverick" (p. 14). Many scapegoats in families

resemble this description (Wegscheider-Cruse, 1976). The

younger child according to Leman (1985) isrrmanipuìative,

charming, blames others, shows off...(is) precocious, engagingt'

(p. 14). This child resembles the Famiìy Mascot (l^legscheider-

Cruse, 1976).

In practise, it seems that the Fam'i'ly Hero is indeed usuarìy

an eldest, while the Scapegoat is frequently the midd'le child and

t,he Mascot, is the youngest. Perhaps the roles of the alcoholic

family tend to be birt,h order roles gone wrong. 0r there is a

synergistic effect between the two sets of roles.

Guzie and Guzie (1986) '¡n their discussion of Jungts

archetypal rryths describe one of them, Mother, thus: "Mother

finds her identity and fulfillment in helping, cherishing,

nurturing and prot,ecting. ...(She) wi1'l give of herself, often to

the point of exhaustiorì...rt. Mother feels most useful and

comfort,able in a relationship when the other is in need. ...Doing
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for those in need is more important and fulfilling than re'lating

to a mature peer who has no need of Motherrs nurturing

qualities. Mother can suddenly become the martyr when she feels

she has been taken for granted. (She) can become subtly

manipulative or quite rut,hless when her po.int of view is not

recognized or when she has not received her due" (Guzie and

Guzie, 1986, pp 13-15).

This description of Mother could be seen as a descript,ion of

a'codependent, person. Possibly a codependent woman whose

archetypaì myth was that of Mother would have a part,icularly

difficuìt time in recovery because she would be fighting some of

her basic tendencies. The key of course is that traits in

themselves are not probìems. A person happily behaving in the

Jungian Mother fashion can be perfectìy healthy, not, in need of

controlling others for self esteem, not suffering psychosomatic

illness, and so on. A trait is onìy a problem if it is a

probl em.

clearly there are many windows into the phenomenon described

as codependency by specialists in chemica'l dependency. This

complicates the study, but must not, be allowed to lead educators

into denial of the possibiìity that much school difficulty has at

its root this anomaly of human behavior which is usually fueled

by family chemical abuse.



School Problems with Adolescent Codependenc.v

Throughout this study, Cermak's (1986) criteria for
codependency have been used because they have been structured in

the same way as the personality disorders in the Diagnostic and

statistical Manual of Mental Disorders. I felt it was important,

given the dearth of mat,erial on codependency, to use the

framework of an exist,ing diagnostic struct,ure and to relate

codependency as cermak (1986) did to ot,her personaìity diso'rders

'in terms of criteria I therefore refer to cermakrs criteria for
the purpose of this discussion. The descriptors of other writers

can be found in the review of the literature.

How do traits of codependency cause problems for students in

school? One must examine codependency traits of student,s and

those of staff members.

In the junior high school the phenomenon of the birds of a

feat,her syndrome is outstanding. student,s who come ìate, skip

c'lass, drink on weekends and spend time in detention tend to chum

around together. Students who.have been caught shoplifting tend

to have friends who have shoplifted (polk, 1984). Bad'ly behaved

students, manipulative students, and substance users find each

othen and form friendships just as described in cermakrs

criterion D (Cermak, 1986) (see Tabìe Z). These students and

these friendship groups consume hours of administratorst time,

teacherst time, and t,he time of counsellors and resource
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teachers. The time is spent try'ing to control the act,ions of

those non-compìiant students.

These noncomp'liant students have often been viewed as being
ttout of controltt. I have spent many hours in p'ranning meetings

in which the whole team became stuck discussing whether or not

this difficult student could, if he wanted to, control himself.

cermak (1986) says that a codependent person needs to control

others for his or her self esteem. It would seem then that.many

of t,he difficult and noncomp'liant adolescents we work wit,h are

not ttout of controltt but ttinto controltt. l^le, the staff members,

find those students out of our controll If our self esteem

depends upon our ability to control others, as it often does,

then we are bound for a power struggle which will have no

resolution. we do see many of these clients dropping out of

school or being told to leave before they finish high school.

Many become drug involved along the way, and some find their way

to the criminal justice system and various group homes and

detention cent,res. In the final chapter, Conclusions and

Recommendations, I will refer t,o the behaviorist orientat,ion of

the schooì system and how this orientation sets us up to fail
with these clients who need unconditional acceptance rather than

behavior modification, to relinquish their death grip on the joy

st'ick of our school game.

Alì of the ten traits under section E in cermak (19g6) cause
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school problems. Denial takes various forms, from outright lying

about who stole a lunch or money from a locker, to denial of

responsibiìity. students who practise denial ttAlways" or
ttsometimest' do not organize and compìete assignments. Inside

themseìves, they deny that the assignment wi]l take the whole

week, so they deny that t,hey need to' st,art now. When the due

date approaches, they deny that the teacher gave clear

directions, deny that they received the papers required, deny

that' the teacher wanted the fi nal copy that day. 0n the due

date, they deny that they did not do it. They say the dog ate

it' or they loaned it to a friend so the friend courd copy it.
ïf everything faiìs, they deny that they care. Denial in alì its
shapes is a school problem in a product oriented system such as

ours. There can be no doubt that denial and other problem behaviors

are magnified by the structure of the schoo'l system.

Const,riction of emotion actually helps the school a

great deal. Twenty five students in nows keeping their needs and

feelings hidden is exact,ly what.every teacher wants to see Monday

morning. It 'is just those dramatic outbursts that cause

probìems. These happen in fist fights and other hot squabbles,

common enough in normal adolescence but emotiona'lly and

physicaììy damaging when they involve children with pent up

emotion. The student who periodicaì]y rloses itt and tells a

teacher to "ef off" before storming out of the room is disruptive
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and upsetting to the teacher, administrator and other students

alike. Phys'ically abusive students and those who will not stop

talking or moving drain schooj staff and make it difficult for
t,hose st,aff members to stay heaìthy interactionally.

Depression in adolescent,s is common. The classroom probìems

it causes are a commentary on the product oriented school.

Teachers most often become aware of a depressed student when

assignments stop coming in and marks go down. some depressiirns

occur because of t,he break up of peer enmeshments. I have dealt

with suicidality fo]lowing peer enmeshment breakup. I have also

had cìients who were depressed following physical or sexual abuse

or negìect. Teenage depressions occur before parentsr marriage

breakups and during parentst depressions. In many cases, the

students start using alcohol during these depressions. Then the

depressions last a 'long time. Some depressions are alcohol

prob'lems in disguise (Guebaly, 1990). certainìy aìl adolescent,

depressions beyond those short, lived down per.iods which herald

change (Geddes, 1985) cause learning prob'lems and are a cause for
concern in school

Hypenvig'ilance is paying at,tention to everything so that

one can concentrate on nothing. It is very common among children

of alcoholics. Hyperv'igilance is a survival strategy for which

children are berated in the classroom. children who are

hypervigilant may sit qu'iet'ly and not concentrate or they may
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fìy around the room and in either case the trait is an

outstanding schoo'l problem. It is related to ot,hers such as not

being organìzed and not getting homework done.

Compulsions such as 1ying, steaìing, hitt,ing and taìking
present school problems. Teachers with compulsive children spend

an inordinate amount of time managing and discipìining and trying
to control t,hings. This is exacily what a codependent spouse

does with the behavior of the alcohoìic, which is compu'lsive.

The unpredictabiiity of the compuìsive personts behavior can

start a codependency circle of behavior (see Figures I and 2) in
which the teacher tries t,o keep the lid on by avoiding the issue and

trying to keep an eye out at all times in order to controì the

behavior, but t,hen finally expìodes with anger. The teacher may

exp'lode on the class, or on individuals, blaming and shaming and

threatening. 0r the teacher may erupt in the principalrs office.
The teacher may also get sick or depressed. There is still the

unspoken belief in the system that if the teacher cannot control

the class, the teacher is the one with the probìem. The school

system and the community have not come to grips with compuìsive

children, many of whom meet t,he requirements for a diagnosis of
conduct disorder in the Diagnostic and statistical Manual of
Mental Disorders. The presence of these children in the schools

is one factor in creation and continuation of codependency in the

school system. Peele (1985, 1gB9) and Szasz (1974) would have us
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view compulsivity in light of cultural factors and personaì power

rather than as diseases over which the so called vict,im has no

control.

Anxiety, subst,ance use, and history of abuse are

codependency traits which may not directly affect school or

classroom. Indirectly, however, they take their toll in

diminished attention to learning, absenteeism and depnession.

Occasionaììy a child wirl have an attack of anxiety and have to
be taken from cl ass. 0ccasiona'l ly a chi ld,s abuse hi story wi.l I

surface in class in a way that causes a probìem. One example of
this would be inappropriate discrosure. Recent'ly I had a client
who diverted attention in crass by telling about her past abuse.

This stopped the teacher from requiring her to compìete work and

it gained some attention from peers. In junior high students

sometimes come to class impaired by substances or hung over from

yesterdayr s impairment.

Stress related medical iilness can cause school probìems by

virtue of 'long or frequent absences. Sometimes these illnesses
are the start of a period of school avoirdance. It is difficult
to distinguish between headaches and school phobia when a student

has been away for weeks. In my junior high, which houses about

650 students, there are two or three cases per year of students

who miss weeks or months of attendance at school for reasons of

headaches, stomach aches, not, feeling weìl and school phobia.
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0thers miss occasional days or weeks of school for these reasons

but it is not, known how many absentees are missing due to stress
related illness.

cermak's (1986) final criterion is two years of life with a

substance abuser. According to the Ontario Addiction Research

Foundation, 237" of canadian children have an alcoholic parent.

Others have substance abusive sib'lings. The school prob.lems

incurred by these chiìdren, besides the prob'lems of codependence

'in general, are probìems relate_d to missed sleep, neglect, al l
kinds of abuse, and poor nutrition. children of alcoholics

sometimes do not learn skills of prediction because they ìive in

an unpredictable environment. They therefore have reading

probìems. children of alcohorics often grow up without a modeì of
organization and follow t,hrough, so they come to school unable to
organize or follow through on learning tasks and assignments.

The school problems of children of alcoholics, above and beyond

the problems caused by their traits of codependence, are many.

They have been discussed by B]ack (rggi), Robinson (1990), and

Ackerman (1986), though no serious work has been done in the area.

Codependency traits, while present .in most adolescents to
some degree, are present in diagnostic numbers in adolescents who

are the children and grandchirdren of alcoholics and alcohol

abusers. They cause school probìems and therefore, this syndrome

should be addressed in schools.



Three stages of data coilection occurred in the formation of
this thesis. The first was the two years of fierd research at
t,he junior high schoor. During this portion, some experimentaì

and descriptive research was read, and I attended the Johnson

Institute for studies on chemical dependency and codependency

which included a weekts internship at Fairview Deaconness

Hospitaì for t,he t,reatment, of chemicarìy dependent and

codependent teens. The second st,age of data collection was t,he

review of the literature. The third stage was t,he development

and administration of the codependency questionnaires to sixteen
teens and t,heir parents aìong with the children of Alcoholics
Screening Test.

The purpose of the first st,age of data collection was to
att'empt to expìain the inabiìity of substance using teenage boys

to identify and express themselves emotionally. The conclusion
at the end of this stage was that t,his inabiìity was related to
familial alcohol abuse, and t,hat it, was one piece of an

interaction disorder termed codependence by chemicaì dependency

counsei lors.

The purpose of t,he second stage of data collection was t,o
discover whether among writer therapists and recovering

Conciusions and Recommendations

Chapter Five
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codependents there was a definitÍon of codependence agreeable to
alì. The concìusion of this portion of the data coilection was

that indeed, all of the writers examined were describing the same

phenomenon. This phenomenon matched that observed among junior
high schooì students who had an arcohor abusive parent or
grandparent.

The purposes of t,he third stage of data collect,ion were as

follows: first to discover whether it were possible t,o diagnoée

codependency in adolescents using an inst,rument based on Cermak,s

(1986) list, of codependency traits; second, to determine
quantitatively whet,her the existence of codependence in
adolescent,s was related to parental and or grandparentaì alcohol
abuse,

The first conclusion of the third, quantitative portion of
the thesis is that the phenomenon of codependency described by

cerrnak (1986) and others can be diagnosed in adolescents. The

instrument designed for this study, while a modest first effort,
did differentiate subjects in terms of their number of
codependency traits (at or above 7/at or beìow 6). The seiond

conclusion was that the existence of seven or more codependency

trait,s in student,s was positively reìat,ed to parentaì/grandparental

alcohol abuse.
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ïhe recommendations which have risen out of the conclusions
of all three pontions of this paper are four. First, there is
a need for more study into the area of adorescent codependency.

Because all of the traits risted by cermak (19g6) cause school
problems directly or indirecily, and because the traits existed
in greater numbers among the chirdren in this study who had

alcohol abusive parent(s) and/or grandparent(s) it would serve
the school community weil to investigate art of the probìems of
children and grandchirdren of arcohor abusive peopre. second, as
part of this further study, I recommend that hist,ory taking by

all heìping professionals working with school children include a

history of famiìy substance use/abuse as far back as possìble.
0ther events and conditions which are or become associated with
codependency, such as incest, should be included too, in order
that a fuller picture of chirdren with codependency traits may be

devel oped.

My third recommendation is that professionars working with
school chiJdren educate themselves about a1ì aspects of chemical
dependency and codependency in order that further field st,udies
in this area become possibre and once comprete can be made usefur
for the bet,ter service of children.

Not every codependent chird comes from a home in which

someone abuses arcohor. Therefore a fourth recommendat,ion is
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that new basic assumptions about behavior can and must grow out

of an understanding of codependency and these assumptions must be

applied to work with codependent individuals regandless of their
family history. Often we will never know whether t,here Ís alcohol

abuse in a family. 0n an individual student level, it will not

matter. A child, for examp]e, who needs to control others for
his/her self esteem will be seen differenily by those who

underst,and codependency than by those who do not, and the

forthcoming treatment will be different. some system wide

changes affecting aìl children could grow out of new basic

assumptions based upon new understanding.
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Table 1

Codependency traits, found amonq Traits of personality Disorders from

the Diaqnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders. Third

Edit,ion revised, 1987, published bv the

Association.

From Borderline Personaìity Disorder 301.93:

1. "a pattern of unstable and intense interpersonaì

relationships characterized by aìternating between extremes

of overidealization and devaluation";

3. "affective instabiIity: marked shifts from base'line mood to

depression, irritabiìity or anxiety, usually ìasting a few

hours and onìy rarely more than a few days',;

4. ttinappropriat,e, intense anger or rack of controì of anger,t;

6. "marked and persistent identity disturbance manifested by

uncert,ainty about at least two of the folìowing: self
imager... ìong term goals¡ . ..type of friends desired,

preferred valuestt;

7. ttchronic feelings of emptiness or boredomtt; and

8. "frantic effort,s to avoid rear or Ímagined abandonment.

This disorder is frequently accompanied by many features of other

personaìity disorders" (DSIr411iR, 'l987, p. 347).

(tabìe continues)
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From Histrionic Personality Disorder 301.50:

1. ttconstantìy seeks or demands reassurance, approval or

prai sett;

2. ttis inappropriate'ly sexual'ly seduct.ive...tt; and

6. "displays rapid'ly shifting and shalìow expression of emotions.

Persons with this disorder often act out a role, such as

victim" (DSMl1iR, 1987, p. 349).

From Narcissist,ic Personality Disorder, 30l.gl:
1. "reacts to criticism with feeling of rage, shame or

humiliation, even if not expressed, fragile self esteem,

preoccupation with otherst regard, rationalizing or ìying to
cover up personal deficits, depressed moodtt (DSM111R, 1997,

p. 351 ).

From Avoidant Personality Disorder, 30,|.82:

....tta pervasive pattern of social discomfort, a fear of negative

evaluatioÌ'l..,tt

.'.."easily hurt by criticism and devastated by the sìightest

hint of disapproval" (DSM]11R, 1997, p. 3SZ).

(table continues)
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From Dependent Personality Disorder, 301.60:

1. "is unable to make everyday decÍsions without an excessive

amount of advice or reassurance from ot,hersrr;

2.

3.

ttallows others to make most of his on her important decisions";

"agrees with people even when he or she believes they are

wrong, because of fear of being rejected";

"has difficulty init,iating projects or doing things on his or

her owntt;

4.

5. "volunteers to do things that are unpleasant or demeaning. .in

order to get peopìe to like him or her";

7.

g.

g.

"feels devastated or helpless when crose relationsh.ips end";

"is frequently preoccupied with fears of being abandonedr';

"is easily hurt by criticism or disapproval" (DSMI11R, 1gg7,

p. 354).

From Obsessive compuìsive Personality Disorder 301.40:

i 1. ttperfectioni 
sm";

5. t'indecisivenesstt;

6. tt....inflexibility,..r.

The other-directedness of the codependent clearly emerged in

these disorders. Interestingìy, there was no information

available according to DSM1llR about familial patterns in

individuals suffering from these personarity disorders.



Tabie 2

D'iagnosis depends upon presence of the first four traits and

three of the other traits.
a) "continued investment of self-esteem in the abiìity to control

both oneself and others in the face of serious adverse consequences;

b) assumption of responsibirity for meeting otherst needs to the

exclusion of acknowledging onets own;

c) anxiety and boundary distortions around intimacy and separation;

d) enmeshment in relationships with personality disordered, chemicaì1y

dependent, other co-dependent, and/or impulse disordered individuals.
e) t,hree or more of the foììowing:

1. Excessive reliance on denial

2. Constriction of emotions (with or without dramatic outbursts)
3. Depressions

4. Hypervigi lance

5. Compulsions

6. Anxiety

7. Substance abuse
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(table continues)
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8. Has been (or is) the victim of recu*ent physicaì or

sexual abuse

9. Stress-rel ated medi cal i I I nesses

10. Has remained in a primary rerationship with an active

substance abuser for at least two years without seeking

outside he1p" (Cermak, ,l986, p. 1l).



Table 3

Cermakt s
Cri teri on

E-1

E-2

E-3

E-4

t-5
E-6

E-7

E-8

E-9

E-l 0

Number on
Parents I Sheet,s

5

6

7

I
9

10

11

12

i3
14
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Number on
Students' Sheet

5

6

7

8

9

- trait ass.igned

by parents only
10

11 physical abuse

report,ed in trauma section
12

See CAST:2 or more is yes



Figure 1

The Codependenc.y Circle

z.bail otlBrs oub of
resposib'i lities in order
to keç peaoe or out of
martyrdon Rçress feeì ings
ard needs.Tolerate abuse.

3.grcw invardìy nþre ilgry
ard full of pain fiun
buried ançr

f.individuals avoid
issues
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lrJhen l¡onest, expressions of
reeds, feeìinç, and percept'ians
are prFãnptêd .......

4,tlen expiode into any of tln
foì lorirç: violence, binging,
dçressicn, substance use,
screaning, blaning, shanirg,
or corp.r'l sicns.-lhey lose cmt¡ ol
of th intørsity of tlæir reaction.

S.resolve to st¡p the orpìosiørs,
to cq¡trol tlBnrÏhis ttBV do bV
attarptirg to pub tlB lid on,
so they go back to avoiding,
baiìing, repressirg ard toleratirg
instead of addressing issues.

7.then are filled witlr Elilt, the
pain of which causes thsn to

5. tlæn lay gui'lt an others
for their behavior. Their
lo¡æred self estesn rmkes it
rìecessary for ttron to deny
onersh'ip.

6.they act self pitying,
seìf righteous and rmrty-'like



Figure 2

Teachers seek to
cantrol kids ard çt
them to r,ork.

Blaning, shaning, ignorirg,
occur, by teaclærs of drildren,
by teachers of each other,
by aúninistraticn of teachers.
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Isg¡es are avoided

l¡her¡ sclpols are s¡starc,
not ccmn¡nities, needs ard
feelings are prærfied ard
bel¡avior ard prodrrts are so.rght.
ïÌEn. ..

Role of schoot is debated, hrt
school staff disagree ar¡d
anyffqy have ho por¿er.

Fee'l ings of det¡.nanization,
dçressiør, grief and
anger are repressed.

lrhen eplosisrs ocq¡r, scnecrìe
is to blare, prob'lers are
puni*red, nediated, sidestçped.
Tensiør is released tarporai-ì'ty.



ïable 4

P. 10 of Codependence, An emerging issue. @,
1 984.

1. They repress their feelings in order to
actions, (Cermak A)

2. Grand'iosity is a defense, vital in

from collapse. Often based on fantasies

success/revenge. (Cermak E-l )

3. Lack of trust, no comprehension of trust as a varue. (cermak

c)

4. Blaming/projecting, (cermak B) (This is the counterphobic

response. )

5' Judgmentaì, nonforgiving. (cermak A, B and c can be seen

here. )

6. Lying. (Cermak E-l)

7- Depression (in chirdren stems not from ross but, from

deprivation) (Cermak E-2)

8. Flattened affect. (Cermak E-2)

9' solita.iness' excessiveìy reactive to others, unabre to
attend to own interests or rerax if ot,hers are around. (cermak c)
10. Disruptive. (Cermak E-l0)
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block other peoplest

preserving nascent, ego

of future



ïable 5

( 1 e84).

1' Behavioral or psychoìogicaì symptoms such as anxiety (cermak

E-6)' depression (Cermak E-3), insomnia, hyperactivity (Cermak E_

4), or aggression (Cermak E-2)

2. Functiona'l or psychosomat,ic iìlness. (Cermak E_9)

3. Family violent or neg'lect, (Cermak E_g)

4. Alcoholism or other chemicaì dependence. (Cermak E_7)
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Table 6

Beattiers Criteria

From Codependent No More. (j9g7).

1. ïhink and feel responsible for others' feelings, thoughts,
needs and (conversely) be'¡ieve others are responsible for others
and blame others (p, 37,41). (Cermak B)

2' Excessively reactive to others (p. 33,37). Need crises,
someone to help or problems to so.lve, look for happiness outside
seìf (p. 39,4,l). (Cermak C) Desperat,eìy seek approvaì (p. 41).

Keep ìett'ing peopre hurt them (p. 43). Loss of trust in God (p.
43). Sex problems (p. 44).

3. Form relatÍonships with needy people

compeìled to fix t,hings for them. (Cermak

4. Have been victims of sexual, physicaì

negìect, abandonment, alcoholism. (Cermak

5. Ashamed of who they are (p. 3g). Have

angry (p.43).
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6. Get artificiar feeìings of serf worth from herping others,
and strong feeìings of low self worth from othersr failures and

problems (p. 39). Try to control people and events (p.40,41).
Ïry to say what they hope wiil make people do what they want them

to do (p. 42). (Cermak A)

(p. 31,37) and feel

D)

or emotional abuse,

t-8)

been shamed for feeì ing

(tabìe continues)
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7 ' Appear rigid and controted (p. 39). push thought,s and

feelings out of their awareness because of fear and guirt (p.43)
or have violent t,emper outbursts, (Cermak E_2)

8. Lose sleep over prob'lems or others, behavior (p. 39).
9. Feel terribìy anxious about problems and peopìe (p. 39).
worry, lose sìeep. r^rorry whether others wi r r r i ke them (p, +r ).
(Cermak E-6)

10. Denial. Ignore, pretend, lie and believe lies (p.40). Don,;t
say what they mean or mean what they say (p. 4z). cover up, rie,
protect the probTem (p. 45). (Cermak E_1)

11. Became workaholics, spend money compu.lsively, overeat, have

eating d'isorders (p. 40). Tajk too much (p. 42). Loyal to
compuìsions (p, 45). (Cermak E-5)

12. Depressed or sick. (Cermak E-9)

13. cantt have fun: take serves too seriousìy (p. 42). Difficurt
to have fun and be spontaneous (p. 44).

14. Angry (p. ,l,'l3,43).

15. May abuse or neglect their children

16. May become addicted to alcohol and

(Cermak E-7)

(p. 45). Become vioìent.

other drugs (p. 45).

(table continues)
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'17- stay in rerationships that don't work. ToJerate abuse to keep
peopìe loving them. Feel trapped in relationships (p. 41).
(Cermak E-10)

18' Find it difficurt to get to the point and aren't sure what
the point is (p. 4Z). Stay busy so they don,t have to think
about thìngsr 9et confused, watch problems get worse, pretend
things aren't happening (p. 40). (Cermak E_4)



Table 7

From her book, (.l9g1).

1. A child of an arcohoric is at high risk to become arcohoric
(p. xv). (Cermak E-7)

2. children of arcohorics are often prone to marry those who are
or become alcoholics (p. xv). A sensìtive, acting_out child may

gravitate to peers of low self esteem (p. ?Z). (Cermak D)

3. children of arcohorics often have difficurties identifying
and expressing fee'rings (p. xvi). They become very rigid and

controlìing. They have anger and guirt (p. g3-gg). (cermak E-2)
4' Rigid and controiling (p. xvi). Manipurat,ive (p. g9) (cermak
A)

5. 0verly dependent on othens, Feer no power of choice in the
way they live (p. xvi). They are isolat,ed and frequentìy do not
have the ability to fee'r crose or be intimate with another human

being (Repeat After Me, p. 6).

6. A pervasive sense of fear and gu.i lt. (Cermak E_6)

7. Depression (p. xvi) (Cermak E-3)

8. Physicaì problems related to stress, headaches, stomach

aches, asthma, bedwetting (Repeat After Me, p. 6) (Cermak E_9)

Codependence
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9' Aìcoholic famiiy is inconsistent and unpredictabre (p. 5).
The child of an a'rcohoric has a short attention span or inabiìity
to concentrate. (Cermak E-4)

10. Physicaì or sexuar abuse or verbar harassment (p. 146-.167).
(Cermak E-8)

11. Memory ìoss (Repeat After Me, p.6) (Cermak E_l)

12. The person who prays the rore of pracater wiil try to fix
sadness, fears, angers and probìems of alì (p. 1g). Aìways

apologizes. (Cermak B)



Table 8

Cri teri a

From her

1. Exaggerat,ed dependent patt,erns, dependent on people and

t'hings outside the self aìong with negìect, of the self to the

point, of having little self ident,ity (p. Z). (Cermak C)

Problems with intimacy (p. 3). Inabiiity to know what normal

behavior is (p. 3). txaggerated need for approval. Fean of
abandonment. Fear of loss of control (p. l3).
2. Inabiìity to have spontaneous fun (p" 3).

3. wanting to p'lease others so others will like them (p.3),
Need to cont,rol self and others. (Cermak A)

4. Confusion about making decisions (p. 3). (Cermak E-4)

5. Anxiety about making changes (p. 3). Fear of abandonment (p,

3) (Cermak E-6)

6. Denial of anger (p. 3), Lies and exaggeration, denial and

deìusion (p. 8). Hydrochondriasis (p. ZS) (Cermak E-1)

7. Black and white judgments (p. 3).

8. Tendency to look for people to t,ake care of. Stuck

relationships (p. 25). Half of children of alcoholics

marry alcoholics. Others may become promiscuous or have confused

sexual identity (p. 39). (Cermak D)

(table continues)

for Codependenc.v of Sharon l¡legscheider-Cruse

book, Aduìt children and spirituality seekers. (.l9g5)
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9- compulsive eating (p. s). compulsive behavìor (p. r0). tating
dìsorders (p. 25). (Cermak E-5)

10. Emotional repression (p. ll). (Cermak E-2)

11. chronic aches and pa'ins relat,ed to stress and anger (p.

18,19,25). Anger (p, 12). Suppressed anger, hair-trigger temper,

avoiding peop'le, rapid weight fluctuations. (cermak E-9)

12. Hidden aggression (p, l3 and foì'lowing). Frozen anger leads

to confused inauthentic human interactions, seeming to give but
keep'ing someone in your clutches. For exampìe, giving candy to
an obese personr procrastinating, coming late, and helpìessness.

i3. Shame, low self worth (p. 17).

14. Workaholic (p, ZS). (Cermak E-7)

Also found in wegscheider-crusets book is a l.ist of criteria
composed by her husband, Joe cruse. Joe crusets criteria follow:
1. Controlling (p. 106) (Cermak A)

2. Caretaker (p. 106) (Cermak B)

3. Codependent has relationship problems, peer worship, can be a

spouse surrogate, and has undying loyalty (p. ,l06) (Cermak D)

4. Workaholicism (p. 106) (Cermak E-7)

5. Spouse surrogate (p. ,l06) (Cermak E-g)

6. Chronic and sickly (p. 106) (Cermak E-9)

7, Anorexic, overweight,, or perfectionistic (p. 106)(Cermak E_5)

8. The codependent according to cruse has undying ìoyaìty (p.

106). (Cermak E-l0)



Table 9

Janet G

From her

Trai ts
'1. Adult children of alcoholics guess at what normal behavior

is.

2. Adult children of alcohorics have difficuìty fo]ìowing a

project through from beginning to end.

3. Adult children of alcohorics lie when it would be just as

easy to t,eì'l the truth.

4. Adult children of alcohorics judge themselves without mercy,

5. Adult children of alcohoiics have difficulty having fun.

6. Adult, children of alcohorics take themselves very seriously.
7- Adult childr:en of alcoholics have difficulty wit,h intimate

rel ationships.

8. Adult children of alcoholics overreact, to changes over which

t,hey have no control.

9. Adult children of alcoholics constantìy seek approval and

affi rmati on.

10. Adult children of alcoholics usually feel that they are

different from ot,her peopìe.

book, Adult Children of

for C

Al cohol i cs
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nd

(1983, p 4).

(table continues)
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ii. Adult children of alcoholics are super responsible or super

irresponsible.

12. Adult children of alcoholics are extremeìy loya.l, even in the

face of evidence that the loyalty is undeserved.

13, Adult children of alcoholics are impulsive. They tend to lock

themselves into a course of action without giving serious

consideration to alternative behaviors or possib'le consequences.

This impulsivity ìeads to confusion, self-loathing, and loss of
contnol over their environment. In addit,ion, they spend an

excessive amount of energy cleaning up the mess.

Fears

1. I am afraid that I wilì hurt you.

2. The person you see does not, exist.

3. Itll lose control of my life.
4. It doesnrt matt,er anJmay.

5. Itts not reaì.

6. Youtll see how angry I am.

7. I am ashamed of who I am.

8. You wiìì get to know me and find out that I am not loveable.

9. I want to be comfortable.

i 0. You t I I leave me anway.
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Table 10

1. t'Difficuìty Experiencing Appropriate Levels of Self-Esteem"

(Me'liody, .l989, p. 6)

?. rrDifficu'lty setting Functional Boundaries" (Meì'lody, .l9g9, 
p.

11)

3. "Difficulty Owning 0ur Own Reality,, (Mellody, 19g9, p. 21)

4. "Difficulty Acknowledging and Meeting 0ur Own Needs and

l,.lants" (Me1'lody, i999, p. Zg)

5. "Dif f icu'lty Experiencing and Expressing 0ur Real ity
Moderately" (Meìlody, .l989, p. 35)

Five Secondary Symptoms of Codependence

'1. 'rNegat,ive control: we give ourselves permission to determine

someone elsets reality for our own comforttt;

2. "Resentment: we have a need to get even or punish someone for
perceived blows to our self-esteem t,hat cause us shame about

oursel vestt;

3. "Dist,orted or nonexistent spirituaìity: we have difficuìty
experiencing connection to a power greater than ourse'lvesrr;

(t,able continues)



4- "Avoiding reality: we use addictions, physicaì .iììness, or

mental illness to avoid facing what is going on with us and

other important peop'le in our I ives";

5. "Impaired ability to sustain intimacy: we have difficuìty
sharing who we are with others and hearing others as they

share who they are with us without int,erfering with their
sharing process or what they share" (Meììody, 19g9, p. 43).
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Figure 3

Codependency Means for Subsets

14-
1 3--
12-
1 1--
10--
9-
8--
7--
6-
5--
4--
3--
2-
1--

.11.25
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.9.0
.8.75

Mean codependency traits of children with alcohol abusive or

alcoholic parent(s) and grandparent(s).

Mean of children with alcohol abusive or alcoholic parent(s).
Mean of chi ldren with arcohor ic abusive or al cohol ic
grandparent( s).

Mean of children with no arcohol abus.ive or alcoholic
parent(s) or grandparent(s).

Mean of children with no arcohol abusive or alcoholic
parent(s) or grandparent,(s) and no parents with incest
h i story.

a:

b:

.6.75

d:

ab
Student Subset

ô.

.5.33

e



Table I 1

ANOVA Summarv

Source

Fami iy
Pattern

Error

Total

SS

73.083

50.91 6

124.00

df

4

13

17
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MS

18,270

3.91 6

F

4.66

p

0. 01 4g



Table 12

Chi Square

No

No3
Yes i

Total 4

Yes

1

10

11

Total

4

i1

15
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df
1

X

Val ue
6.516

Prob,
0.01 1



ïable i3

Frequency of Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism

Mother
n = 15

Father
n=9
Student
n = 15

Parent( s )
Non Abusive*
CAST 0 or 1

(607")

(787.)

(537")

* As determined by Children of Alcoholics Screening Test

(Pilat and Jones, 1982).
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Parent( s )
Abus'ive*
CAST 2-5

- 1 indicates child of

parent( s)

- 5 indicates child of

or more indicates child

Parent( s )
Al cohol i c*
CAST 6 or more

(72)

(117")

(207,)

2

6

(337.)

(117.)

(277.)

non alcoholic, non alcohol abusive

alcohol abusive parent(s)

of alcoholic parent(s)
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Table 14a

Summar.y of Responses to Trauma Questions and Students'

Codependenc.y Total s

iþDS AÐS 3,ß
D

S

S

M

MS MS S

MM
MM

t'11 f'Íl
D1

S1

I no i0 male 4 fsn
sex stated

IYTU t'fl7

4lDS SDS S,6 7l'6 S6
DM

S

MS

S

S

v
D1

11 fsn

53

D5

S

S

1. Unt'inely deatl¡ of parent

2. Problsn m¡re

3. Depressisr in family narber

4. Incest

5. Ph¡aical abuse

6. Erptional ah¡se

7. Fear/unpredictabi I ity

8. Obher factors preventing
needs being net

9. Sl¡ane score

M = lWlBr
D=H
S = Sü.¡dent

10 fcn

M8

017
v

I'14

8 fen

îa

I'B
S1

9 male

I'Tl8

6 fsn

v5

i0. Codependency score and

sor of child

'11. CASI if rpt 11

(tabìe continues)



1ltOS 14,ß

M

M

M,S

M,S

S

13,DS

M

S

M

S

TM

D

M'D

M4

52

11 fem

14¡,DS

M

1vl3

v
11 fen

14,s

M

M,S

l$DS 10,D5
M

53

6 rmle
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tv20

S20

M4

54

11 fsn

sl2

S

M

M'S

M,S

1. thtÍnely deatå of panent

2. Problsn npve

3. þressicn in family nønh

4. Incest

5. Ph¡aical úuse

6. Énstional abuse

7. Fear/unpred'ictabi 1 ity

8. Other factors preventing
needs be'ing net

9. Sl'wre score

10. Codeperdency score ard
sor of child

11. CASI. if not 11

M = lbtler
D=k
S = Str.¡dent

6 fern

t'{l lvÏl

I

10 fem 13 rmle

s3 vfl
54



Table 14b

Frequency of Yes (Alwa.ys or Sometimes)

Responses to Questions. on Codependency Questionnaire on the part,
of Mothers (n=15), Fathers (n=B) and Students (n=15).

See Tables 18 and 20 for Codependency Questionnaires,

Mothers: Identifyinq trait, in child

C1

C2
c3
c4
C5
C6
C7
c8
c9
c10
cl1
c12
cl3
c14

Yes
1T-
10

6
6
7

11

1

9
7
3
1

0
3
2
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NoT
5
9
9
8
4

14
6
8

12
14
15
12
13

Fathers: Identifyins trait, in child

C1

c2
c3
c4
C5
C6
C7
c8
c9
c10
c11
c12
c13
c14

YesT
7
5
5
4
4
3
6
2
3
1

0
0
0

Non
1

3
3
4
4
5
2
6
5
7
I
8
I

(tab'le conti nues)



Students: Self-identified unless otherwise stated

c1
c2
c3
c4
c5
c6
c7
C8
c9
cl0
cl1
c12
c13
cl4

Yes
iT-
11

7
15
11

12
6

11

15
3
4
3
3
7

Non
4
I
0
4
3
9
4
0

12
11

12
12

8
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(identified only by parent report)

(identified by CAST score of Z or more)



Table 15

PARENT's ENVELOPE: Enclosed p'lease find two pages of questions,
both sides of which are printed. One side häs-questions aboutyour chiid. Please answer as best you can how you see that,child. The rest applies to you and-your famiìy-of origin, thefamiìy in which you were raised.

You are to do this freely and without duress, leaving out
anything you are not comfortabìe answering. If you nãed help or
want to discuss anything for any reasonf ðall me at

[¡lhen_you are finished, put back the questionnaires and seal the
envelope. yourself. Your answers are private and you are not.
accountable to anyone for them. Put t,he white enielope back inthe stamped brown enveìope addressed to the university.

If there are two parents in your home, I have included two parent
enve'lopes. Participation by the second parent is optional, but
would certainìy be appreciated if it werb possible.

Thank you very much for your heìp.

sruDENTrs ENVELOPE: Enclosed are two pages of questions, bothsides prÍnted. You should fill them out-in private, if you arewilling to do t,hem. .You may leave out any question'you äo not,
want to answer, or that you do not understand. Do nót put your
name.on anything. If you need help, or you want to tal'k abóut
anything 9! t,he sheets, phone me at home ( ), o. .Àã-r. utschool. If you want, to talk to a different counseiìor, I wiiifind you one.

When you are finished with the sheet,s, fold them up and put t,hem
back in t,he white enveiope. Seal it. No one else should'iãe t;;"answers. . Put your whìte envelope in the stamped brown 

"nu"ioÉÀ-addressed to the university.

Thank you very much for your help.
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Table 16

Dear Parent and Student,

This letter follows our conversation during which you agreed to read
and consider completing some very personal quesiions aná maiíing them to me
anonymously to he'lp me in my masters degree research.

I very much appreciate_your help in this. I must stress to you thatif an.v question is distressful to you, you should omit it or pr,ònä me (. I am available to you at all times during'the.next tendays. Furthermore, I want to remind yóu that your papers are not to be
marked in any identifying way because this stuáy is'tb be anonymous.

If you would like me to send you a copy of a summary of the study onceit is complete, please mar'1 the stamped envelope provideá, with any uád""s,you choose on the back. You may use your ownf or arrange to have it
delivered to the home or office of a friend.

If after reading these questionsr lou decide not to complete them, or'if only pa.rts are complet,ed, please mail the whole package bäck to me
anyhow. Whatever you have done will be fine. I wolld líke to have then!g]" thing back nine days_after you receive it,. Naturalìy in ihe end Iwill not, know who has compìeted wñat, and I will simply upó"".tate the
consideration and participat.ion of all of you.

tlhen you are_through with them, each set of questions shouìd go backin the white envelope they were in. All t,he white envelopes then to backinto the stamped brown envelope addressed to the University. Please sealthis and mail it.
I cannot stress enough that if t,here is any distress at,tached to thisyou can call me to talk about it. You can also stop doing the questions.If any distress is caused that, you would rather tal'k io añothãr-professional about, .I "qn 

refen you to someone. Students doing this can
come to see me in school privateìy.

Thank you.
Yours truly,
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Lenore Berscheid
Faculty of Educat,ion (Ed. Psych.)
University of Manitoba
R3T ZNz
l{ay 22, 1990

Lenore Berscheid



ïable 17

Children of Alcoholics Screeninq Test

Please ctpck ( ) uE dìs,áer belov tl'nt best describes ¡our feeìings, belnvior, and experiørces
related to a parert's alcohol use. Take Jor¡r tir¡B and-be as accuiate us possible. Insu,er all
30 questicrs by cl.ecking eitler 'Yest' or r'No".

Sor: tvlale

Yes Îb

Female

1. l-hve ¡ru ever tho.rght ti¡at qle of ¡orr parents had a drinking trob]em?
2. Have ¡nr.r s/er lost sìeç because of a parentts drinking?

3. Did ¡ru ever stco.¡rage cne of ¡our parents to quit drinking?
4. Did JuJ ever feel alone, scar€d, nenorls, angry or frustrated becâuse a parent

was not able to stç drinking?

5. Did J rr s/er argue or fight witt¡ a par€nt '¡hen he or she uas drinking?
6. Did ru¡ ever tJrreaten to n¡n ar¿y frun lsrB beca.¡se qf a parent's drinking?

Qæscl-ars

Age

7.
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l-hs g mlent ever yeì'led at on hit JÂe¡ or oHær faniry nerbers wten
drinking?

Have ¡or.r ever heard ¡cur parants fìght, rryhen sre of thsn was drunk?

Did Jou ever protæct another farn'ly nsrber frn¡r a parent rrtro was drinking?
Did Jqr ever feel like hiding or anpbying a parcnt's bottle of liqrrcr?

Þ_qany_of ¡our tholghts rer,olve arrcx¡rd a probìan drinkirg parent, or
diffio¡lties that arise beczuse of his or her drinking?

Did Jur ever wish that a par€1t vnrìd stç drinkirg?
Did Jo.¡ ever feel regonsible for and Erilty abor¡t a parvrt's drinking?
Did JÂrI ever fear tlnt ¡our par€nts vould get divorced dr.¡e to alcohol
misJse?

låve ¡ou eler witHrarn frcrn a¡rd avoided outside activities ard friends
because of enùanras$ænt ard share orer a parentts drinkirg probìem?

Did )ql ever feel caught in tlæ middle of an argurent r fight betìre€n a
problem drinkirg parent ard ¡our other parerrt?

Did fo¡ e,rer feel ttnt yor¡ rmde a par€nt drink alcohol?

Have ¡ou ever felt that a problem drinkirg parent did nob really lwe ¡ou?
Did JoJ ever resent a parcnt,ts drinking?

l-hvg llrlr ever r,ærried abota a parentts l''ealth because of his or her alcoirol
r¡se?

(t¡¡le cantinr.res)

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

i8.

i9.

n.
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l-hve ¡ou ever been bldred for a parent's drinkirg?
Did Jlrl ever think ¡our father was an alcoholic?

?i{ JnI, ever wish ¡u.rr hore could be n¡¡re ìike ü'e hsres of ¡our frÍerds who
did mt have a parent witJr a drinking prólon?

D!d.a ryry{ ever make prunises to ¡ur that hE on she did not keep because
of drinking?

Did Jol ever think ¡rorr notler was an alcoholic?

Did rot¡ ever wish that rlr¡ cot¡ld talk to scmqre '#p could understard ard

21.

n.
23.

24.

25.

26.
le'lp tlæ alcohol-related probìem in ¡o.r family?

27. Did Jou ever fight witå ¡our brothers and s'isters aboub a parentts drinking?
æ. Did ¡ou ever stay awqy frcn hcrle to avoid tlp drinking par€nt r ¡nelr otJrer

parentts reacLim to the drinking?

æ. Have ¡or.r ever felt sick, cried, tr had a "kmtt' in ¡orr stsmdr afber
vrorrytrq about a parentts drinking?

30. Pid llr, erer take ot/er any chores ard dubies ðb lure that rære usually done
by a parenb before LB on she devel@ a drinkirg problcn?

T'TAL ilT.ßR (F 'W AA}8S.

(taUle continues)
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Table 18

sruDEilTrs SELF cHEcK FOR c0DEpEÍ{DEf{cy TRAITS prease circreyour choice.

1. a- Do Jou get anxio¡s if ¡orr friends tr ërì)orìe else doesr¡rt çprore of ¡o.r,
or^ of sqBthing Jor do?

Alwq)6 Scnetines Seldcrn No

b. Do ¡ur feel unccnrfortable if frcu dan,t geb ¡orr wqy?

Alwqys Scnetines Seldqn No

c. Do ¡/lcu ever geb stnbborn, or acb ilgw, or rmniptrlate ¡urr frierds or parents,
to lelp get Jour wqy?

A'lwqys Scnetircs Seldcrn No

d. Do ¡n¡r¡ s/er purposely do sarething to get sfiEorìe rnd, evgl if ¡or.r,ìl be gnorrded,
or puti*redr ff â friend r^rill be really çseb?

A'lwqy6 Soætiræs Seldcrn No

2' a' Do J'ol/ r.ïorry abor¡t otter peoplest prólens and forçt abort ¡orr q,,n probl€rß
m responsibilities?

Aìwq!'s Scnetircs Setdcrn No

b' Do ¡CI1 do things for otiers ard tt'en realize there is sorethirg of ¡orir o{n Jm
didn't æt done?

Alwqys Scnetires Seldcrn No

3. a. Do J crJ s/er try to keep a friend even wt¡m the friend isnrt nice to ro,.¡?
Alwqys Scnetines Seldcrn No

b. If a friend stops talkirg to Jur, do ¡nr, think it's ¡u.rr fault and trv to get
tlæ friend back?

Alweys Scnetires Seldon No

c. Do ¡o.r have truble making frier¡ds?

Aìwqys Scnetires Seldqn No

(table csrtinr.¡e
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4. a. Do lrcu har¡g arourd with peç'le ¡u,¡r frierds, parents or teachers vor¡ld think are a
bad influence?

Yes No

b. Do ¡ul have friends who drink or sroke pot? yes No

c, Do Irn¡ have friends wtro *rçlift r steal? yes No

d. Do yot have friends rrytr¡ lie to their parents? yes No

e. Do ¡^ru have friends wtro need rq¡ and te'lì ¡ou their trq¡blec hrb don,t, listen
to lu¡r r¡eeds and tru.¡bles?

Yes No

5. Do ¡,nr lie, or charge ¡or.r story, or act innoænt?

Always Scnet,ines Seldcrn lb
6. Do ¡ut have tru¡ble decidirg ho,v ¡u,r feeì?

A'lwqys Scretines Seldon No

Do lo¡ have tru¡ble te'lìing soteorìe hol ¡rrel feel?

Alwels Scnetircs Seldcrn No

7. Do W¡ çt depressed for npre than a day or ü,ro?

A'lwqy€ Soretircs Seldcm No

8. Do ¡rcu have rnre tro.¡ble csrcstrating tlnn nost people?

Alwqys Scnetines Seldcrn No

9. Do ¡ou ever do sorething withor¡b stçping to tåink ard tl,qì r€gÉ it?
Yes No

Circle any of the folloring ttrings Jtrr rray have dse ìike this, corpulsiveì¡n
eat too m¡ch lie steal drink alcohot sroke pot
otlBr

10. Do ¡,ut drink or srnke pot? yes No

11. Have ¡', ever been sarua]ly torJched by an¡orn or h¡rt by an¡rcne?

Yes No

1?. Have ¡otl s/er had a plrysica] probiøn a doctor said might be reìated to stress?

Yes No



Table 19

OIIR FAIILY lRfl¡ilS (Südeit's $Eer)

1. l-hve ¡or.r o<perienced any of the folroving in ¡ur fani'ly so far:
Please ct¡eck:

DeatJr of a paryrt r brotlær r sister
lvloving to a nev ccxrntry or c'ity, accarpanied by serior.rs difficulty
for ¡,u.rr par€nts or Jou

ScrÌnor¡e in yu.rr hore being scretirres very depressed

Fear czused b¡r racial, reìigiols, r ebhnic prqjudice

Sexual abuse

Ptr¡aical abuse

tnpticnal abuse, srch as being ¡etìed at r p¡t doøn a lot
furytlrirg else that cq¡ld be called a trauma (pìease sqy what it is)
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2. If any of these feelinç apply to ¡u,, pìease check thcn off:
I have to uork realìy l.ard to be good enordl

I'm an 0K persan just as I an _
If Irm ilgrV, I can just say sq md vork things fft _
If I ever tet ry ançr otrL I'd be afraid wt¡at r¡æurd happen

I think scræfty lrll fird a realry niæ persan whowill strareny life
I rcrry abort,whet¡er anJcrìewill like m enorgh to sperd tinBwith rB
l¡t'en I think abor¡t tJæ real ræ I feel like Itm rot good en¡udl
Irm not perfecL h¡b I'm 0K



Table 20

ËRilIS' GEI(IST m StuE{rs 0pEmf,y Tmfis
Circle ore: È{II]R EAI}R
Please c'ircle Jot¡r choice:

1. a" Is tåis child an apprwa'l seeker? That is, does he r stre çt anxiars if ¡orr çp.waì,
or that of a frier¡d or other valued pêÍ:Strt, is in dq¡brt?

Alwqys Scnetires Seldcrn No

b' Does this child trv to control otlærs to a greater than normal extent? For exanpìe,
is tlris chiìd very sü¡bbom, dønand.ing or nnnipulative?

AlwaW Sorctines Seldcrn No

c. Does this child do ttrings to deliberateìy pseb JûI, everì if there is a ørsequenæ
in store?

AlwEys Scnetines Seldcrn No

2' a' Does this child worry aboub others' problers ard forget abor¡t his or lær om reeds ard
responsibi lities?

Alwqls Sontiræs Seldcrn No

b. Does tåis child do ttrings for others ard not çt, things done for hirselfl
A'lwqys Scrnt.iræs Seldqn No

3. a. Does this child harE on to frierds rp matter rnrìr lB or she is treated?
Ajweys Saretines Seldcrn No

b. Does this child have truble making or keepirg frierds?
Alwels ScnetirBs Seldcn No

4. a. Does tåis drild l.nng arornd witl¡ people wtp are not, a giæd influence?

Aìwqys Soretiræs Seldcrn No

b. Does this child d¡rm with children wtro drinlç steal, or çt into trouble?
Alwalc Scnetiræs Seldcrn No

c. Does this child fird frierds uÈp are needy, or dçerd upon him or her aìwq},s?

Alwqyts Scnetiræs Seldqn No

5. Does this drild lie, fib, or change tb story?

, Aìwqyç Scrntines Seldcn No

6. Does t]¡is child have trq¡ble expressing his on her feeìirgs?
Alwey€ Scnetines Seldcrn No

(table continræs)
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7. Does thìs chiìd çt depressed beyord what rul wn¡ld expect of a normal teen?

Aìwqys Soretines Seldcrn No

8. Does this child pay attent'icn to so nnny tJrings arot¡rd hiny'l.rer that, h/she cantt
settle doyr' ðd cocent¡ate?

A'lwqy€ Scrætines Seldcrn No

9. Does tåis child er¿er act corpulsively wittr regard to eating, ly,ng, stealing, hitting,
or dìy otter bdravior?

Always Scnetines Seldcm No

i0. Is tlris child arxious? yes No

11. Does this child drink or snoke pot? yes No

12. l'las this chiìd ever been sexually or p[ysicai'ly abused? yes No,l3. 
l-hs this chi'ld any stress related nedicar irrresses? yes No

14. l-hs there been a substance ah¡ser living in the saæ l¡orB as Úris child for tÍæ past
blo years?

Yes No
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Table 21

OIIfl Frl{LY TRfltilS (hrentsr SEeE)

'1. tlid ¡ulr famiìy (tfB family in wfrich ¡or
foìlcwing?

Please clæck:

untineìy death of a par€nL wtren ¡ou r¡êre a deperdent child
Inmigratiør to a r¡sv cruntry, witt¡ financial, sociaì, or ìanguaç probìers
fhnic dçressive illrBss of an¡one ìiving in t}re hqrB
Persistent fear caused by raciaì, reìigior.rs, or etfr¡ic prejudice
Se"rual abuse, including incesb

Pl'rysical abr¡se

Erptianl abr.¡se r arþtiøral deprivatim
Any ot'lær situatiq¡ wtrich caused ¡otn environrent to be wrpredictable (pìease describe)

lived as a drild groying up) experierce any of the
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Any otler state of affairs which resulted in ¡olr rneds, as JictJ rnr see thorr not being ret
sufficistly for ¡ou to grqv up with a sense of wfio Jrcu urere ard a sense t¡at r,,x deserved
to be l'ere c¡ earth, just as Jor¡ ,rære. (Again, please describe the state of affairs ut¡idr
resulted in ttese basic rpeds not being ÍEb,)

(table cørtinræs)



2. Did you come out, of your famiìy of origin with any of the foììowing
feel i ngs?

Please check those that apply.
I have to work reaì'ly hard to be good enough
I'm an 0K person just as I am

If ltm angry I can just say so and work things out
If I ever let my anger out, Itd be afraid what would
I think Irll find someone who'll iove me and share my

I wonder if anyone wilì ever marry me _
l¡lhen I think about, the real me what I mosily feel is
i nadequacy

I know the real ine is imperfect but alright
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